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From the scientific council
Ladies and Gentlemen,
With the 17th edition of the ‘Journal of Management and Financial Sciences’
we would like to present articles which we hope will present a contribution to the
development of economic thought and contribute to a fuller understanding of the
complex economic issues.
“The Business Model as a Determinant of Financial Statements” is an article
written by Gertruda Krystyna Świderska, Szczepan Borowski and Michał Kariozen
from the Collegium of Business Administration Warsaw School of Economics. The
aim of this article is to answer the question to what extent the entity’s business model
should be considered for recognition, measurement and disclosure (presentation) of
information in financial statements. The first part of this article presents the current
scope of use of the business model concept in financial reporting and the results of
research conducted by the European Financial Reporting Advisory Group (EFRAG)
regarding the possible implementation of the business model concept to IFRSIFRS
Conceptual Framework and the impact of this approach on the quality characteristics
of financial statements. The second part presents the use of information about the
entity’s business model to improve the content of financial statements.
The main goal of an article “Modelling corporate credit risk” by Marcin Łupinski
from the National Bank of Poland is to present credit value at risk (CVaR) approach to
credit risk evaluation in a corporate segment. The paper consists of two parts. In the
first one, theoretical alternatives to CVaR model are described and CVaR theoretical
and mathematical background is discussed. In the second part, practical, the CVaR
measure for the group of Polish firms are computed with help of functions built‑in
Matlab package and its Statistics toolbox.
Ireneusz Dąbrowski and Konrad Kobylecki from the Collegium of Management
and FinanceWarsaw School of Economics in the article “The dualism of IT department: the agency problem and uncertainty reduction in corporations” stated that
the relationship between corporation owners and top management can generally be
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described in terms of the agency model. In this paper authors discuss some issues
associated with the role of Information Technology (IT) and the IT manager (CIO).
There is an interesting duality: on the one hand the CIO is involved in the principal
‑agent problem and on the other – his responsibility domain is a basic tool for the
organization in dealing with uncertainty and asymmetry of information. The CEO
and other members of C‑suite should be more involved in information management
(not just information technology) as well as the board should entice the managers in
charge of IT to share company business objectives so as they could become conscious
and active partners in growing business value.
Agnieszka Sopińska from the Collegium of Management and Finance Warsaw
School of Economics presents an article “Description of knowledge management in
network organisations operating on the Polish market”. Author says that knowledge
plays a double role in network organisations: on the one hand it is a determinant and
main reason for creating network structure, on the other hand – it is the effect of
functioning of these structures. Based on the model created, the author carried out
a detailed analysis of the phenomenon and conditions of knowledge management at
363 network organisations operating in 2013 in Poland (including 121 belonging to
cluster‑type organisations, 121 franchise organisations and 121 virtual organisations).
Potential factors having impact on individual knowledge management parameters
were considered, such as: the size of an enterprise, type of its activities, network type,
role in the network, size of a network, geographical scope of network activities and
the network development phase.
The aim of an article “A study of corporate performance factors” by Michał
Bartłomiejczyk from the Collegium of Management and Finance Warsaw School of
Economics is to find out what factors influence the performance of the company.
The main goal of it is to prove that there are common factors that contribute to
performance of the companies. The result of this research is a model of company’s
performance factors. Most of the findings of the authors that have researched the
area of firm’s performance suggest that the three factors that influence company
performance the most are core values, agility and people.
“Corporate Financing Strategies: Cross‑industry and Cross‑size Analysis
of the EU Countries” is an article presented by Julia Koralun‑Bereźnicka from the
Faculty of Management University of Gdańsk. This article provides insights into the
financing strategies in the European Union perspective from the point of view of
two key factors affecting capital structure. One of them is an external factor, namely
the industry where a company operates, whereas the other one is an internal factor,
i.e. the firm size. The theoretical part of the paper contains literature review reflecting
the impact of the selected factors on capital structure. The empirical analysis covers
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corporate financing strategies characterised by 7 financial ratios in 3 size groups
of firms across 13 industries in 9 EU countries during the period 2000–2010. The
objects treated as countries, industries and industries in countries are categorised
into three strategic groups (aggressive, neutral and conservative) according to the
linear ranking method based on the aggregated taxonomic measure.
We wish you pleasant reading.
Ryszard Bartkowiak
Chairman of the Scientific Council and Dean of the Faculty
Piotr Wachowiak
Vice‑Chairman of the Scientific Council and Vice‑Dean of the Faculty
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The Business Model as a Determinant
of Financial Statements

ABSTRACT
The future of a business organization depends on its business model and which factors and
resources are involved; they determine the profitability and the way of creating value. The
financial statements present the financial consequences of the entity’s activities, which are
determined by the business model. The aim of this article is to answer the question as to
what extent the entity’s business model should be considered for the recognition, measure‑
ment and disclosure (presentation) of information in financial statements? The first part of
this article presents the current scope of the use of the business model concept in financial
reporting and the results of research conducted by the European Financial Reporting
Advisory Group (EFRAG) regarding the possible implementation of the business model
concept to the IFRSIFRS Conceptual Framework and the impact of this approach on the
quality characteristics of financial statements. The second part of the article presents the
use of information about the entity’s business model to improve the content of financial
statements.
Keywords: Business model, financial statements
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1. Introduction
The concept of the business model appeared in American research papers in
the 60’s and 90’s [Osterwalder, Pigneur, Tucci, 2005, pp. 10]. „The business model
combines the external environment and the internal capabilities of the company and
answers the question of how the company makes money” [Duczkowska‑Piasecka
(ed), Poniatowska‑Jaksch, Duczkowska‑Małysz, 2013, p. 135]. According to Oster‑
walder and Pigneur the business model consists of nine basic blocks which relate to
the four main areas of business: the customer, the product mix, infrastructure and
financial credibility [Osterwalder, Pigneur, Tucci, 2005, p. 15]. The main source of
information on the companies’ financial position is financial statements. They are
a practical tool allowing both the organizing of financial information and a quick
analysis of the economic entity data. The reliability and credibility of the presented
financial position and the performance of the entity depend on the fulfillment of
basic quality characteristics and the application of the appropriate accounting stand‑
ards for financial statements. The financial statements present the financial effects
of the economic entity’s events whose activity is determined by the business model,
so its disregard is artificial. On the other hand, consideration of the business model
in the financial statements preparation process may be effective in reducing their
standardization and mutual comparability.
The aim of this article is to present the key conclusions from the review of the
literature to allow the preliminary answer to the question as to what extent the
entity’s business model should be considered for recognition, measurement and
disclosure (presentation) of information in financial statements? The first part of
this article presents the current scope of the use of the business model concept in
financial reporting and the results of research conducted by the European Financial
Reporting Advisory Group (EFRAG) regarding the possible implementation of the
business model concept to the IFRSIFRS Conceptual Framework and the impact of
this approach on the quality characteristics of financial statements. The second part
of the article presents the use of information about the entity’s business model to
improve the content of financial statements.
The paper used the method of study of the literature (Polish and foreign
literature),analysis of source materials and the method of deduction and induc‑
tion.
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2. The business model in IFRS – concept and scope
of application
Nowadays, the business model concept in IFRS is not a mandatory rule that affects
the shape of the solutions adopted in particular standards, which sets principles for
recognizing, and the presentation of individual economic events in financial state‑
ments. In particular, the concept of the business model is not explicitly reflected in
the Conceptual Framework for IFRS, which constitute the assumptions underlying
the preparation and presentation of financial statements for external users, called
general purpose financial statements.
However, for a long time financial reporting standards have sought to establish
accounting principles that allow the presentation of the financial positions of the
economic entities according to their actual economic content. This approach has
forced the standard’s setters to adopt the solutions, which in many cases are directly
or indirectly dependent from the way given economic resources are used in the
company, the range of the entity activities or the purpose of the transaction, so fac‑
tors which, in the common understanding of this concept are the determinants of
the business model of the entity.
In particular, numerous examples of implicit reference to the company’s business
model can be indicated [EFRAG, 2013, p. 34]:
IFRS 8 „Operating Segments” requires the presentation of additional financial
information (such as revenues, expenses, assets involved and liabilities associated)
by the company’s individual operating segments, which are defined as components
of the entity which engage in business activities from which it can earn revenues and
incur expenses. In particular, the operating segment does not equate to an economic
entity. It should be assumed that an entity operating in different business models shall
identify a separate operating segment for each of the business models involving speci‑
fied economic resources and generating specified benefits (revenues and profits).
IAS 2 „Inventories”, which generally require the measurement of inventories at
historical cost, which is the purchase price for goods, materials and manufacturing
costs for finished goods, implements for some industries the possibility to use other
accounting principles. This applies particularly to commodity broker‑traders who
can measure inventories at a fair value, less costs of sale. This approach results in
the recognition of profit from the goods before selling them – just as a result of the
changes in market prices. The justifications for such an approach are the character‑
istics of the business model of these companies, which assumes that the stocks have
been acquired with the purpose of selling in the near future and generating a profit
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from the fluctuation in prices and trade margins. This approach is similar to the
requirements proposed for financial instruments held for trading.
IAS 17 „Leases” differentiates the operating lease and financial lease. This clas‑
sification is based on the degree of transfer of the risks and rewards associated with
the leased assets by the lessor to the lessee. Depending on the business model of using
the lease agreements, i.e. as a source of financing the acquisition of fixed assets at
relatively favourable terms due to collateral on leased assets (finance lease) or as to
provide short‑term access to the leased asset corresponding to the entity’s current
needs, without having to involve resources (operating lease), the standard sets out
a different accounting approach. In particular, in the case of the model based on the
financial lease the leased asset shall be recognized as an asset by the lessee, which sig‑
nificantly affects the assessment of its financial position in the financial statements.
IAS 40 „Investments Property” introduces different requirements for the recogni‑
tion and measurement of real estate owned by the entities, in which they are not used
for the purpose of operating activities that is, in the production or supply of goods
or services, or for administrative purposes, but they are kept in accordance with the
business model for investment purposes – to earn rentals or for capital appreciation
or both. These properties, called investment properties can be measured at a fair
value, with a recognition of gain or loss arising from a change in the fair value of the
investment in profit or loss for the period in which it arises.
Finally, in 2009, the concept of the business model was, for the first time, explicitly
used in the approved standards – in IFRS 9 „Financial Instruments”1. The standard
introduces two categories of financial instruments: measured at a fair value or at
an amortized cost. The classification for each category is determined by:
• The entity's business model used to manage the financial assets.
• The contractual cash flow characteristics of the financial asset.
This is the first case, in which the concept of the business model is used explicitly
as a classification criterion for a business entity’s assets, and consequently results in
different accounting principles.

3. The IFRS Conceptual Framework perspective
The concept of the business model appeared in the draft amendments to the
Conceptual Framework in 2008, in which it was indicated, that the information
about an entity’s cash flows helps them to understand an entity’s business model
1

IFRS 9 is not yet endorsed by the EU.
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and operations, evaluate its financing and investing activities, assess its liquidity or
solvency, or interpret information provided about financial performance. However,
the reference to the business model has not been maintained in the finally adopted
Conceptual Framework version.
However, this fact, in combination with the direct use of the business model as
a criterion for the classification of financial assets in the above mentioned IFRS 9
standard, was the beginning of the discussion and analysis conducted by EFRAG on
the possibilities and reasonability of introducing it to the IFRS Conceptual Frame‑
work.
The effect of the introduction of the business model notion to the Conceptual
Framework would be forcing setters of future standards to consider the business
model in the adopted accounting requirements for different areas of financial state‑
ments, in particular with regard to the measurement of assets and liabilities and the
general principles of the presentation of the entities financial position.
Currently, despite the previously presented implicit considerations of the way of
managing the economic resources in the adopted standards, the business model is
not mandatory and an unambiguous criterion for the setting of new standards.
EFRAG has performed a review of the academic literature that has shown that
there is no one who has clearly defined the concept of the business model. What is
more, similar notions such as ‘business strategy’ or ‘business purpose’ are commonly
used [EFRAG, 2013, p. 40].
However, research has shown that it is possible to indicate certain character‑
istics that appear in the definitions or attempts to describe the business model of
companies.
In particular, these characteristics include the determination of [EFRAG, 2013,
p. 43]:
• the activities that are performed within the business,
• how the business generates cash flows and creates value,
• what resources and what configurations are used in business,
• who are the customers and what are their needs for the products or services of
the business?
The concept of the business model is often referenced directly to the descrip‑
tion of the business, which is made by identifying activities, in which the company
is involved. In principle, the entity is engaged in activities, which are aimed at run‑
ning a business whether it is the production of goods or the provision of services,
and a proper understanding of the crucial activities, which any company is involved
in, seems to be crucial and important for the users to understand the business itself
and its key features.
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Another characteristic is the influence on the creation of value, which can be seen
as the current profits that can be reinvested or paid out as a dividend or as a future
value that will be realized in the future. Creating value can include realized and
unrealized cash flows. In particular, the assets of the entity, whose value increased,
reflect the unrealized potential to generate certain cash inflows in the future.
All companies are focused, or should focus on, creating or adding value to inves‑
tors; it seems reasonable to adopt the way of creating value as one of the key char‑
acteristics of the business model. Every business strives to create value for investors
and is able to describe how it intends to achieve it.
The scope and configuration of an entity’s assets is often crucial to the economic
success of many entities because it can play a significant role in both the markets
served by the entity and the cost structure of the business. For example, a manu‑
facturer can set up its assets, depending on the location of its suppliers or markets,
or in a way that minimizes the bottlenecks in the operations. A Bank may set up
its financial assets in such a way as to reduce the risks associated with its financial
liabilities. So it seems that the extent of the use and configuration method of assets
is another important defining feature of the company’s business model.
The defining feature of the business model can be a target group of customers.
Some companies may focus on delivering specialized products and services to satisfy
the specific needs of customers or niche markets. Others may focus on products that
have a wider application and give access to a much broader market, which will prob‑
ably be characterized, for example, with higher sales volumes at lower margins.
Summarizing the above characteristics, there are examples of features of the busi‑
ness model that differentiate it from other business models, and which would justify
the application of different accounting principles [EFRAG, 2013, p. 49]:
• The length of the operating cycle,
• The way in which inputs are used,
• How outputs are used to generate cash flows,
• The types of risks related to their activities,
• The degree of the certainty in the generation of cash flow,
• The degree of the capital intensity of the business.
Consideration of the business model in the Conceptual Framework requires
an assessment of influence in the adoption of such a solution on the basic objectives of
the financial statements, that is, to provide financial information about the reporting
entity which will be useful for potential investors, lenders and other capital provid‑
ers in making decisions on providing resources for the entity including the decision
about whether to acquire, dispose of or maintain equity or debt instruments, give or
demand repayment of the loan or other financing sources [IASB, 2013, par. OB2].
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So the question is whether such an approach provides a fundamental qualitative
characteristic of the information in financial statements that is, its usefulness for
the users. If financial information is to be useful, it must be relevant and faithfully
represent what it purports to represent. The usefulness of financial information is
enhanced if it is comparable, verifiable, timely and understandable.
According to the IFRS Conceptual Framework relevant information is capable
of making a difference in the decisions made by users, if it has predictive value,
confirmatory value or both. If the business model has a role to play in financial
reporting, it must be assumed, that investors understand the business model of the
entity before the assessment of its financial position and the results of its perform‑
ance. The studies performed show that this assumption is true in practice, especially
in relation to long‑term investors for which knowledge of the function of the unit is
crucial and forms the basis for further analysis of reported financial data [EFRAG,
2013, p. 64].
Analyses performed by EFRAG show that some respondents argue that financial
results reported regardless of how the entity generates actual cash flows, reflect what
the entity would gain or lose, if it used the same assets and liabilities in a different way
(this means used in an alternative/hypothetical way assumed upon setting up report‑
ing standards) and do not reflect how in fact an entity creates or destroys value.
Others take this hypothesis a step further and argue that ignoring the business
model in financial reporting would reflect changes in value, which are irrelevant to
the financial position and performance of the entity, or delay the recognition of the
key elements in financial statements (assets, liabilities, gains/losses).
On the other hand, opponents of the approach based on the business model
argue that reporting standards that allow different accounting principles based on
the business model do not lead to better predictive or confirmatory value.
It should be noted that the need to understand the entity’s business model gains
additional significance due to the development of the concept of integrated reporting.
The International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) published in December 2013
the Framework of Integrated Reporting which assumes that one of the key disclosures
within an integrated report is information about the entity’s business model, includ‑
ing information about the utilized resources performing business activities, products
and services and achieved results – not only financial [http, 2013].
To be useful, financial information must not only represent relevant phenomena,
but it must also faithfully represent the phenomena that it purports to represent. To be
a perfectly faithful representation, a depiction would have to have three characteris‑
tics. It would need to be complete, neutral and free from error [IASB, 2013, & 5].
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To provide faithful representation of the phenomena accounting standards should
focus on the contractual and economic terms of each resource to determine the rights
and obligations of an entity that is involved in it (that is, the entity using them in its
business activities). Reflecting the financial information on the basis of assumptions,
which do not conform to the entity’s business model – does not fulfill the assumptions
of faithful representation, because it represents the assets and liabilities, income and
expenses as if they were owned and generated by the entity other than the report‑
ing entity – an entity operating in accordance with the assumptions adopted in the
determination of the rules of financial reporting, not necessarily consistent with the
business model of the reporting unit.
The usefulness of financial information increases when it is characterized by
comparability. The EFRAG’s research shows that opponents of the business model
and the use of entity specific information believe that it introduces a distortion in the
way of reporting the financial position and makes it difficult to draw a comparison
between entities. Moreover, the lack of a clear definition of the business model may
cause different stakeholders to understand it differently and incorrectly apply it to
analyzed financial data.
On the other hand, supporters of the business model believe that such an approach
to comparability is more similar to the unification of data, rather than providing the
actual comparability. They point out that the liaison of adopted accounting princi‑
ples with the entity’s business model makes the financial statements of entities with
similar business models much more comparable. It should also be presumed that
the financial statements of different business models, even within the same industry,
will reflect differences in the presented financial data that arise from different busi‑
ness strategies.
So it seems that the current objectives of financial statements and the desired
features presented in this financial information may also be provided with the busi‑
ness model adopted in the process of standards setting and even the implementation
of these objectives can be facilitated and the usefulness of financial information
significantly improved.

4. The impact of the business model on recognition,
valuation, presentation and disclosure of information
in the financial statements
Including the business model concept in the IFRS Conceptual Framework and in
particular financial reporting standards will affect the approach to the recognition of
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assets and liabilities. The criteria that determine the recognition of a given component
in the balance sheet (statement of financial position) should include factors arising
from the entity’s business model, in particular the way the economic benefits (creation
of value) and the loss (destruction of values) are generated. The most crucial is the
definition of assets, which determines the number of further accounting principles.
If recognition of an asset will be the result of the evaluation of the resource from the
perspective of the business model, one can imagine that in some cases, the business
model based on creating value by the people who make up the organization will
permit the use /ownership of intellectual resources as an asset. Already, the same
resource can be regarded as an asset by a reporting entity, while another may not treat
it in that way. The potential effect of the introduction of a requirement to disclose
the business model in financial statements with further consequences in its form
and content may be the obligation to adopt the company’s individually developed
accounting policies, arising from the business model and consistent with this model
criteria for the recognition of assets.
The valuation of assets and liabilities based on the business model has a direct
impact on all reporting positions:
• Intangible and tangible fixed assets should reflect the way in which they create
value in specific business conditions and in accordance with the intended method
of their use in the operating, investing or financing activities,
• Valuation of inventory requires consideration of the probability of generating
profit from its sale, regardless of when the actual implementation of these profits
will be,
• Assets and financial liabilities should be valued correctly for model manage‑
ment,
• Provisions should be valued according to the probability of incurring costs, the
characteristics of these costs and the timing of cash outflow from the entity.
Presentation of data in the financial statements is crucial for the ability to under‑
stand the report. The business model will determine the way of aggregation and
desegregation of data, qualifications of the individual items to the respective classes
of assets, liabilities, revenues, expenses and cash flows. Considerable importance is
also placed on the effects on the differentiation between recurring and non‑recurring
events, as well as the distinction of core business and non‑core business events. All
these aspects are of crucial importance in predicting cash flows, which is now regarded
as the primary factor determining the usefulness of financial statements.
Disclosure of information connected to the business model means defining and
describing the model itself as the determinants of financial statements as a whole.
In addition, the business model translates into the perception of the relevance of
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information, and thus decisions on the disclosure or non‑disclosure of individual
data and detailed disclosures.
Financial statements based on the business model approach may not negatively
affect the quality requirements, in particular the reliability of the information. There‑
fore both a business model itself and its impact on the principles of recognition,
measurement, presentation and disclosure of information should be supported by
documentation that provides the basis for the confirmation of compliance with the
presented reporting model with the facts and the accuracy of consistent accounting
policies. Only a documented and verifiable (including verification by the independent
auditor) business model will increase the usefulness of financial statements. Other‑
wise, it leads to the decrease of confidence in financial statements and the accusation
of manipulating financial data, through the adoption of an incomprehensible and
unverifiable model in order to achieve the effect desired by the management of the
reporting entity.
Implementation of the business model concept in financial reporting requires:
• the standard setters to develop the requirements for adopting and documenting
the business model by the reporting entities,
• understanding the role of the business model in financial reporting; especially
the emphasis should be placed on the understanding of the model by the users
of financial statements and the consistence between the model and the adopted
accounting policy, in contrast to the common understanding of the business
model by managers,
• providing instruments of verification for the correctness of the implementation
of the business model by independent auditors, including the development of
auditing standards.

5. The components of effective analysis of financial
statements
Confirmation of the hypothesis that if the financial results are reported regard‑
less of how the entity generates actual cash flows, it does not reflect how the entity
actually creates or destroys the value of the company, is the assumption that the true
picture of the company’s activities can only be obtained after analyzing the business
model of the entity adopted by Palepu, Healy and Bernard [Palepu, Healy, Bernard,
2003]. This analysis should be composed of four elements: analysis of the business
strategy, accounting system, financial analysis and prospective analysis.
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The analysis of the business strategy includes the business environment, the
industry, the position in the industry, the strategic potential and the adopted and
implemented strategy. It is the first step in permitting a better view of the account‑
ing of the company and its financial statements. For example, the identification of
the key success factors and key elements of risk allows the identification of the key
accounting policy factors. The analysis of the competitive potential allows for the
evaluation of the current level of profitability against the industry and the estimation
of future performance.
The aim of the analysis of the accounting system is to discover how far the com‑
pany’s accounting reflects the realities of the business.
The aim of the financial analysis is to use data from the financial statements,
management reports and the diagnosis made previously to evaluate the current and
future results of the company and the possibility of its survival.
A prospective analysis focuses on predictions about the future of the company.
The analysis of the strategic position of the company, the accounting analysis and
financial analysis is an optimum base to estimate the company’s value for sharehold‑
ers.
The analysis of the business strategy is an important starting point for the analysis
of the annual financial statements. It allows the analyst to gain a general understand‑
ing of how the entity works on the market. Such a general understanding also allows
the analysis of the accounting system in close relationship with the realities in which
the entity is functioning. The analysis of the strategy also allows for the identification
of the key drivers of profitability and the risks associated with their activities.
The information generated from the analysis of the industry is very useful in
the analysis of financial statements. A financial analyst, who has knowledge about
the company’s strategy may examine whether the accounting policies and estimates
are in line with its strategy. For example, a company that sells its products on credit
to a group of indigent clients should make higher write‑downs to their respective
claims than the company serving rich customers.
The analysis of the competitive strategy can also contribute to a better interpre‑
tation of the reports. For example, in the reports of companies that compete using
the price leadership strategy, lower margins and higher turnover should be expected
rather than in the case of entities that compete through diversification.
Before analyzing the accounting system it is extremely important to realize which
strategy the analyzed company performs and how it may affect the individual ele‑
ments of the accounting system.
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The aim of the analysis of the accounting system is to determine how far the
company’s accounting reflects the realities of its business and whether it is able to
achieve a correct measurement of the main success and risks factors.
By identifying areas where there is flexibility in the accounting procedures and
the reasonableness of accounting policies and the adequacy of the various estimates
of the realized strategy it becomes possible to obtain information about the size of
the distortion in the accounting system data. It enables the reversal of the distortions
in the financial statements.
There are three main factors, which are a source of noise and distortion of infor‑
mation in the report:
• stiffness in the principles pursued by the accounting,
• incorrect forecast of future events,
• customization of reporting alternatives for the purposes of management of the
entity.
Frequently the accounting principles force managers to present events in a way
that do not reflect their proper image. For example, spending funds on the marketing
of a newly formed product whose sale is expected to deliver the intended level until
the next period is classified as cost in the period in which the entity has campaigned,
although the expected results are to be achieved in the next period.
The degree of distortion, caused by accounting principles, depends on how far
they give the meaning of the transactions.
Managers are also unable to fully predict the future consequences of ongoing
transactions. Given in the previous section is an example of a company that sells its
products on credit and is not able to precisely determine the amount of receivables
that will not be repaid. Therefore, write‑downs of receivables depend on the compe‑
tence and intuition of the managers. This means that some of the data in the report
is the result of estimates related to the level of specific items.
To present the event in a report the managers often choose specific methods
of accounting repeatedly making a deliberate distortion of the true picture of the
situation.
Another relevant element, the key for the quality of a company’s accounting is
the scope of disclosures performed. Managers’ decisions can influence the level of
disclosures facilitating or hindering the external users of the financial statements to
understand the real economic situation of the business. Regulators often determine
the minimum of disclosures that companies are obliged to provide. However, they do
not limit management on the voluntary disclosure of additional information. Manag‑
ers can communicate the company’s strategy, the specific accounting policies, and its
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own evaluation of the performance of the unit by an additional part of the annual
report letter to shareholders, a report on activities and additional information.
After identifying the areas of flexibility in accounting procedures it is possible to
start the analysis of the accounting system. This analysis consists of six steps:
• identification of the main elements of the accounting policy,
• estimation of accounting liquidity,
• assessment of the strategy in the field of accounting,
• evaluation of the quality of disclosures,
• identification of potential „red lights”,
• reversing the distortion of accounting.
Step 1.
The accounting analysis should identify and assess the main elements of the
accounting policy and the methodology estimates performed for the correct meas‑
urement of the main success and risks factors. For example, an institution engaged
in leasing makes estimations of the residual value of the leased object. If it turns out
that these values are overestimated, the company bears the risk of any future massive
write‑downs due to the improper recognition of activities.
Step 2.
Companies do not have full sovereignty to choose accounting policies and esti‑
mates. The aim of this step of the analysis is to answer the question; to what extent
the existing standards influence the accounting policy adopted and how the applica‑
ble standards influence the main success and risks factors and whether they reflect
economic realities?
It should be realized that the smaller the estimated liquidity and accounting policy
is, the smaller the range of information. High liquidity gives better opportunities to
reflect the realities of the business but it depends on the degree of use of this ability
and the willingness of management to show the correct image.
Step 3.
If managers have an influence on the solutions adopted in accounting policies
the following issues should be examined:
• What is the entity's accounting policy on the background of solutions used in
the industry? If so what is the reason?
• Are the managers dependent on the profits (losses) reported?
• Have accounting policy changes been made and what is the impact of these
changes?
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• Have the accounting policies applied so far been realistic?
• Are transactions targeted at achieving the intended purposes?
Step 4.
Managers can facilitate or hinder the estimation of the quality of the disclosure
and use of financial statements to understand the realities of the company’s busi‑
ness. The answers to the following questions are necessary to assess the quality of
disclosures provided by the company:
• Does the company provide disclosures which are relevant to the assessment of the
company's strategy and its economic consequences (in the financial statements,
letter to shareholders, management report)?
• Does the additional information explain the key assumptions of the accounting
policies adopted and whether they are in logical relation to the actual busi‑
ness?
• Does the company disclose the reasons for the results achieved? (Or in the state‑
ment on activities are there appropriate explanations such as what is the reason
for the lower margin)?
• Is the company open to communicating bad news and whether revelations and
explanations of their causes are presented?
Step 5.
After following the above steps, the suspicious areas must be determined, namely
the „red lights” – areas that may adversely affect the integrity of the accounting sys‑
tem. These include:
• unexplained changes in accounting policies, especially in the case of decreasing
results,
• unexplained transactions that improve outcome (profits which the company
boasts about),
• extraordinary increases in receivables in relation to sales growth,
• extraordinary increases in inventories in relation to sales growth,
• unexpected high write‑downs.
Each „red light” has many interpretations. Certain areas are based on real busi‑
ness reasons; others will point to the questionable practice of the accounting system.
Identification of the areas that raise doubts about the quality of the accounting system
is the starting point for reversing the distortion.
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Step 6.
If the analysis of the accounting system suggests that the data presented in the
financial statements is not reliable, then the analyst should start to reduce the dis‑
tortion. Although reversal of all the irregular areas is not completely possible using
information from outside the company however, it is possible to significantly improve
such a situation.
The concept of the financial analysis of financial statements transformed presented
by Palepu, Healy, Bernard, is proof that after taking into account the business model
of financial reporting it is possible to reflect the relevant changes in the value of the
company in the result of the earlier analysis of the business.

6. Summary and conclusions
The future of a business organization depends on its business model and on which
factors and resources are involved; they determine profitability and way of creating
value.	 The financial statements present the financial consequences of the entity’s
activities, which are determined by the business model.
The performed review of literature confirms that:
1) the concept of the business model is already broadly implemented (implicitly or
explicitly) in financial reporting in the areas of recognition, measurement and
disclosure (presentation) of information in financial statements under the IFRS
on the usefulness of information,
2) including the business model in the process of setting the financial report‑
ing standards strengthens the qualitative characteristics of the financial state‑
ments,
3) provides users of the financial statements with more useful information,
4) the requirement to consider the business model will be a challenge for auditors
and people responsible for financial reporting.
Particularly the concept of the company’s financial analysis proposed by Palepu,
Healy and Bernard, points to the need to transform the report on the basis of the
reporting entity’s business model and indicates the limited usefulness of financial
statements that do not consider the business model.
The conclusions presented above confirm the necessity for further detailed
research, including the empirical analysis of annual reports prepared under the
IFRS.
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A bstract
The main goal of this paper is to present a credit value at risk (CVaR) approach to credit
risk evaluation in a corporate segment. This method is a derivation of value at risk quan‑
tile risk measure used broadly in practice in the area of market risk assessment. Therefore
it can be easily introduced to analysts with the principles of VaR estimation knowledge.
As a risk measure deriving from common methodological roots it also integrates eas‑
ily with the market risk measures and is a good input to risk aggregation methods (like
copulas functions) used for risk integration at the level of financial institutions’ particular
units and whole organizations. The paper consists of two parts. In the first part, theoretical
alternatives to the CVaR model are described and the CVaR theoretical and mathematical
background is discussed. In the second part, practical, the CVaR measure for the group
of Polish firms are computed with the help of functions built‑in the Matlab package and
its Statistics toolbox.
Keywords: corporate credit risk measures, Credit Value at Risk
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1. Introduction
This study is aimed at presenting the credit value at risk (CVaR) approach to
corporate risk assessment of Polish non‑financial firms. It is one of the first studies
describing the application of a complete system of corporate credit risk evaluation for
the Polish banking sector based on the Value at Risk approach generating a quantile
measure of the credit risk. The reference method was chosen by the author due to
its elasticity, intuitiveness and good integration with market risk assessment due to
common methodological roots. Theoretical aspects of the method are presented as
well as a stage‑by‑stage mathematical background supported by a practical example,
which is also given. In the final part, the paper guides a potential analyst wanting to
apply the CVaR method in practice on how to use the Matlab package with Statistics
toolbox built‑in functions to compute the CVaR risk measure. Some disadvantages of
the method, especially when it is applied to non‑tradable credit instruments (in the
case of Poland) are also discussed. However the CVaR method for corporate credit
risk assessment is worthy of considering the application in practice as it gives a deep
insight into the credit risk assessment process.
The paper is constructed as follows. In the following section a literature overview
on the subject of credit risk modelling is conducted. Subsequently, the most popular
alternative methods are presented and their characteristics are discussed. The third
section is devoted to the presentation of the CVaR model history and a sample of sim‑
plified risk assessment for one instrument is given. Then the appropriate CVaR model
is described, which allows for computing the quantile risk measure for portfolio of
credit instruments. The fifth section reports the results of a practical study conducted
with the Matlab package on the sample of Polish firms. The final section concludes.

2. Literature overview
The definition of credit risk and the overview of credit risk evaluation methods can
be found in the books by Jajuga [2007] and Hull [2007]. A detailed description of credit
risk assessment models is enclosed in the works of Cossin and Pirotte [2000], Duffie
and Singleton [2003] and Lando [2004]. The formal mathematical approach to credit
risk modelling was applied by Bielecki and Rutkowski [2002]. Their work clarifies the
mathematical background of a great number of corporate credit risk models.
Considering the research made for the Polish banking sector, Jajuga and Krysiak
[2004] presented a number of approaches to credit risk modelling, mainly in the mort‑
gage loans segment. Zajączkowski and Żochowski [2007] described the concept of
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the households credit risk portfolio modelling. Moreover Glogowski [2008] described
the macro level approach to credit risk modelling based on a panel data study. There
were also some papers that were aimed at the analysis of Polish companies’ survival
analysis and bankruptcy prediction. In these papers we can find solutions for the
partial problems of the credit risk assessment models such as the selection of the
variables used for Polish firms’ survival analysis [Ossowski, 2004, Mączyńska and
Zawadzki, 2006, Marzec and Pawłowska, 2011] or estimation of Polish firms’ survival
tables [Markowicz and Stolarz, 2006]. However there are generally very few studies of
complete corporate credit risk evaluation frameworks applied to the Polish banking
sector, and this paper attempts to achieve the demand for such a study.

3. Overview of corporate credit risk models available
on the market
There exists a great number of credit risk models available on the market, which
potentially can be used as ready‑to‑use frameworks or start‑ups of self‑development
for Polish financial institutions. The table below presents the main features of the
four big competitors in this area:
Table 1. Main features of four corporate credit risk models available on the market
Model Name

Credit Metrics

Credit Portfolio View

KMV

Credit Risk +

Model type

Bottom‑up

Top‑bottom

Bottom‑up

Bottom‑up

Risk definition

Portfolio value
change

Portfolio value change

Loss due to bankruptcy

Loss due to bankruptcy

Risk factors

Assets value

Macroeconomic
environment

Assets value

Expected Default Rate
measure

Probability of
migration

Constant

Determined by
macroeconomic
factors

Determined by EDF
(Expected Default
Frequency) and
instruments’ pricing
process

Not used

Correlation

Embedded in
multivariate normal
distribution

Factor analysis

Factor
analysis + multivariate
normal distribution

Correlated bankruptcy
probability generation
processes

Recovery rate

Modelled with beta
distribution

Variable

Modelled with beta
distribution

Based on empirical
statistics

Model
estimation

Simulation based on
analytical solutions

Simulations

Analytical solution

Analytical solution

Source: own analysis.
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4. Credit risk and Credit VaR (CVaR) – introduction
The credit VaR model is a tool of credit evaluation based on credit instruments
(e.g. credits, loans, debts) portfolio value changes. Portfolio price changes are caused
mainly by changes in the debtors’ financial condition signalized to other entities with
credit ratings’ corrections. Credit instruments belonging to a particular debtor with
a particular rating are priced with discounted cash flows, which are expected to be
generated in the feature with these instruments. The process of cash flows discount‑
ing is based on the yield curve. This yield curve is computed as a term structure of
a risk free rate with a premium, where the last component is the function of the
debtor’s credit rating. Taking into account these credit instruments pricing schema
volatility of the debtor’s credit rating generates the volatility of his credit/loan/debt
instrument price.
Empirical distributions of credit portfolio returns are significantly different to
returns of market instruments. It can easily be observed, that in their case probable
losses’ distribution are characterized with fat tails. Due to this reason normal (alter‑
natively log normal) distribution used usually for market risk modelling are replaced
with skewed ones (e.g. beta distribution or empirical distributions generated with
the Monte Carlo method). The picture below shows the typical differences between
the distributions of these two kinds of portfolio returns.
Figure 1. Typical returns of credit and market portfolio

Source: own analysis.
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One particular instrument from the portfolio Credit VaR (CVaR) is computed as
a sum of expected loss (ELt = Et(Lt)), where Lt is a loss variable and unexpected loss
at the moment of time t. The last component is computed according to the standard
formula:
ULt = PDt * EADt * LGDt

(1)

where PDt is a probability of default, EADt is the exposure (value of instrument) at
default and LGDt is the loss given default computed as (1 – RRt), the residual from
the recovery ratio.
In the case of when the credit risk loss connected with the portfolio of instruments
is considered, an analyst needs to embed in his computations correlations of debtors’
ratings. It is especially important when debtors belonging to particular industry sec‑
tors are taken into account, whose losses or profits from operational activity depend
strongly on each other. Besides that, financial institutions perceive portfolio profit/
loss correlation as an advantageous phenomenon because it allows them to mitigate
idiosyncratic risk of instruments, which this portfolio consists of.
In 1997 in one of its technical papers J.P. Morgan proposed the Credit Metrics
methodology based on the CVaR concept. An investment bank analyst applied this
methodology to the evaluation of credit risk connected to the portfolio of corporate
debt instruments with a regular mark‑to‑market pricing. The general schema of JP
Morgans’ methodology is presented in Figure 2.
Figure 2. A general sketch of J.P. Morgan’s Credit Metrics methodology

Source: JP Morgan’s Credit Metrics Technical Document [1997].
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In general the Credit Metrics model after some modifications can also be used
for the assessment of credit risk stemming from instruments, which are not traded
on the market.

5. Description of a CVaR model
5.1. Individual instrument CVaR
Credit risk evaluation with CVaR methodology starts from the creation of a debt‑
or’s scoring system, which allows for the classification of an initial group of entities
owing money to a bank into subgroups characterized by a similar financial situation
and an associated level of bankruptcy risk. The financial condition of firms is usually
evaluated with the help of indicators computed on the basis of their balance sheets
and profit and loss statements. For each rating class there is a migration (transition)
matrix, which determines the probabilities of credit risk rating change one period
ahead (MM0|1). A sample of such a table is given below:
Table 2. Sample migration (transition) matrix
Initial rating

Rating one period ahead
AAA

AA

A

BBB

BB

B

CCC

D

AAA

90.81

8.83

0.68

0.06

0.12

0

0

0

AA

0.71

90.65

7.79

0.64

0.06

0.02

0.02

0

A

0.09

2.27

91.05

5.52

0.74

0.01

0.01

0.06

BBB

0.02

0.33

5.59

86.93

5.30

1.17

1.12

0.18

BB

0.03

0.14

0.67

7.73

80.53

8.84

1.03

1.06

B

0

0.11

0.24

0.43

6.48

83.46

4.07

5.20

0.22

0

0.22

1.30

2.38

11.24

64.86

19.79

CCC

Source: own computations.

The migration matrix for T periods ahead is computed with the assumption that
the stochastic process governing elements of this matrix has Markovian properties.
Taking into account this assumption, an iterative procedure can be used to compute
T periods ahead (MM0|T):
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MM 0|T = MM 0T|1

(2)

To apply the iterative procedure of MM0|T computing some initial value of the
migration matrix MM0|0 is required. The most popular methods of the initial tran‑
sition matrix computation use regression or logit models, classification models
(like k‑nearest neighbourhood search or classification trees) or are based on expert
knowledge.
Credit rating assigned to a particular debtor determines the time structure of
interest rates (yield curve), which is used to compute discounted cash flows generated
with credit instrument belonging to this entity. As was mentioned earlier, it is defined
with the risk premium computed as a spread over risk‑free interest rate. A sample set
of ratings connecting interest rate term structures is gathered in Table 3.
Table 3. Sample set or interest rates term structures connected with ratings
Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

AAA

Rating

4.00

4.57

5.13

5.42

AA

4.05

4.62

5.18

5.57

A

4.12

4.82

5.43

4.72

BBB

4.50

5.07

5.65

6.03

BB

5.95

6.42

0.67

7.67

B

6.45

6.42

7.18

8.82

CCC

15.45

15.42

14.43

13.92

Source: own computations.

With the risk‑free probability measure the discounted value of the credit instru‑
ment in the horizon T can be defined as:
r

V0 = E [VT ] e rf

(3)

Moreover it can be assumed that firms’ default can be modelled with the Bernoulli
process. According to that fact, the expected value of instrument price for one period
ahead is given with the expression:
E[V1] = V1(1 – PD1) + V1(1 – LGD1)PD1

(4)
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Hence the yield curve spread can be computed with an alternative form of for‑
mula (3) such as:
V0 = VT e

( rrf +CS1 )

(5)

where CS1 = ln (1 – LGD1 * PD1).
Going further into the description of the CVaR model recovery rate (RR) for
particular classes of instruments is computed as result of drawing a number from
a distribution calibrated with (first two moments of) empirical one based on histori‑
cal observations. Usually it is a beta distribution which is used in this case. Empiri‑
cal values of the moments computed for different kinds of instruments, like those
gathered in Table 4.
Table 4. Sample set of parameters of RR distribution
Mean

Standard deviation (in %)

C1

Instrument class

55.6

27.23

C2

52.13

23.42

C3

37.93

20.73

C3

31.53

15.39

C4

15.43

14.55

Source: own computations.

These moments can be used to determine the particular beta distribution accord‑
ing to standard definitions based on the gamma function:

f (x) =

Γ(α + β ) α-1
α
αβ
x (1-x ) β-1; E (x) =
; V (x) =
(6)
2
Γ(α ) +Γ( β )
α +β
(α +β ) (α +β +1)

The figure below shows two beta distributions used for the recovery ration mod‑
elling associated with two different classes of credit instruments:
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Figure 3. Beta distributions for different credit instruments classes

Source: own computations.

Taking into account the defined environment (debtors’ ratings and associated
yield curve) the present value of the instrument cash flows (CF) is computed:
Schema 1. Computation of credit instrument DCF based on debtor rating and yield
curve
CF

10

10

10

20

Interest
rate

4.05%

4.62%

5.18%

5.57%

Period

I

II

III

IV

10
10
10
10
DCF AA =
+
+
+
= 43,44
2
3
(1 +0.0405) (1 +0.0462)
(1+ 0.0518)
(1+ 0.0557 ) 4
Source: own analysis.

One yield curve can be used to compute DCF only when we assume that the
debtor will not default and will not change rating class during all N periods consid‑
ered in the future. However, a less optimistic scenario also needs to be taken into
account. In this scenario the debtor’s rating can be changed which implies a change
of the yield curve used for instrument pricing. The next table shows sample changes
in DCF (∆DCF) value due to a AA debtor’s rating migration.
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Table 5. Sample cash flow changes due to debtor’s rating migration, initial rating AA
Final rating

Probability

DCF

∆DCF

AAA

0.71

43.51

0.07

AA

90.65

43.44

0

A

7.79

43.22

–0.44

BBB

0.64

42.78

–2.20

BB

0.06

40.58

–1.55

B

0.02

39.02

–5.75

CCC

0.02

33.27

–12.93

Source: own computations.

Simulating different paths of rating migrations (e.g.  with the Monte Carlo
approach) one can compute the empirical distribution of the instruments DCF
changes. Rating migrations depend on expected changes of the debtor’s condition.
The easiest way of the debtor’s condition assessment is the evaluation of its assets
value. Within the CVaR model it is assumed that the evolution of the debtor’s assets
value can be approximated by its stocks returns. Moreover the standardised Gaussian
distribution (N(0,1)) can be used to model these returns. Taking into account these
two assumptions a debtor’s rating changes when its stock returns certain thresholds
on its distribution. Figure 4. shows such a distribution with the thresholds connected
with possible debtor ratings.
Figure 4. Sample of debtors’ stock returns distribution with rating migration
thresholds

Source: own computations.
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The afore‑mentioned ratings migration thresholds (THR) can be computed
iteratively. For example for a debtor with an initial AA rating they can be counted
with the following formulas:
æ
æV ö
var(VT ) ö ö
ç lnç D ÷+æ
(
)
E
V
ç
÷T ÷
T
çV ÷
2
ç
è
ø ÷
-1
THRAA, D =P(VT * VD ) =PçrN è AA ø
÷=N ( PAA, D ) (7)
var(
V
T
)
T
ç
÷
ç
÷
è
ø

THR AA,CCC = N -1 ( PAA, D + PAA,CCC )

(8)

...
As was earlier mentioned, the described procedure of rating migration computa‑
tion is used to simulate the empirical distribution of instruments DCF changes. The
graph below presents such a sample distribution.
Figure 5. Sample distribution of instruments’ DCF due to rating migration for a debtor
rated initially AA

Source: own computations.

The other option is the debtor’s default. In such a case only part of its debt (recov‑
ery ratio drawn from the beta distribution) can be recovered by the bank.
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The CVaR of one instrument can be computed, analogously to the market risk
value at risk, as a certain quantile of the associated ∆DCF distribution. Using the
sample above, 99 percentile of CVaR can be computed as –2.2. This empirical CVaR
can be compared with the theoretical CVaR computed for the Gaussian distribution
of the instrument’s ∆DCF. In such a case:
N

E (ΔDCF ) =å pi * ΔDCFi =-0.05253

(9)

i=1

N

var(ΔDCF ) =å pi * [ΔDCFi - E (ΔDCF )] = 0.096517

(10)

K99  (∆var) = E  (∆var) = 2.33var  (∆var) = –0.27741

(11)

i=1

As can easily be noticed from the comparison of the empirical and theoretical
CVaR the theoretical one underestimates almost ten times the credit risk associated
with the instrument.

5.2. Two credit instruments CVaR
Next we will consider the case when two credit instruments portfolio are avail‑
able. If the credit ratings of the two debtors, who these instruments belong to, are
uncorrelated, then the CVaR risk stemming from the portfolio is computed with
a common migration matrix. Such a matrix is a little more complicated than the
matrix used before to describe one debtor’s ratings changes.
Table 6. Sample two debtors’ credit ratings migration table
Debtor’s I rating –>
Debtor’s II rating

AAA

AA

A

BBB

BB

B

CCC

1.26

1.32

4.83

92.4

0.12

0.04

0.03

AAA

0.71

0.009

0.009

0.034

0.656

0.001

0

0

AA

90.65

1.142

1.197

4.378

83.761

0.109

0.036

0.027

A

7.79

0.098

0.103

0.376

7.198

0.009

0.003

0.002

BBB

0.64

0.007

0.008

0.031

0,591

0.001

0

0

BB

0,06

0.001

0.001

0.003

0.055

0

0

0

B

0,02

0

0

0.001

0.018

0

0

0

CCC

0,02

0

0

0.001

0.018

0

0

0

Source: own computations.
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Usually the credit ratings of two debtors depend on each other. In such a case,
when the correlation ratio is equal to ρ, to compute the probability of migration the
joint two‑dimensional Gaussian distribution is applied:
f ( rAA , rBBB , ρ) =

1
2π 1 -ρ 2

e

[-

1
2 (1-ρ2 )

2
2
( rAA
-2 ρrAA rBBB+rBBB
)]

(12)

With the help of the formula above the joint probability of two debtors’ migra‑
tion can be computed:

P[( AA, AA),( BBB, BBB )]
=Pr(-1.46 < rAA < 2.48, -1.61 < rBBB <1.98)
2.48

=ò

1.98

ò

-1.46 -1.61

(13)

f (rAA , rBBB , ρ) drAA drBBB

5.3. Portfolio CVaR – a general case
In a general case, when the portfolio of more than two credit instruments is
analysed, the correlation of debtors’ ratings migration (connected with changes of
their financial conditions) is introduced to the model within the Monte Carlo simu‑
lation used when scenarios for instruments pricing are generated. It starts with the
generation of the N dimensional (Nx1) stochastic variable (vector) drawn from the
standardized Gaussian distribution Xi ~ N  (0, I); i = 1, 2, ..., N. The dependency between
the individual elements of the variable is introduced with the linear transformation
V = μ + AX, which yields:
V ~ N  (μ,  AAT)

(14)

When it comes to the practical application matrices product, AA can be replaced
with the covariance matrix ∑ = AAT computed with real data. The unobservable
matrix A can be determined in a standard way of the Cholesky decomposition.
This matrix is positive (semi‑) definite (quadratic, symmetric, with eigen val‑
ues > (=>) 0):
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ê
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a2n ú
ú
ú
ú
a nn û

(15)
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Matrix A is applied to generate the N correlated financial outputs on N firms
enclosed in the survey:
V1 = μ1 + a11X1

(16)

V2 = μ2 + a21  X1 + a22  X2

(17)

...
N

Vn = μN +å aNi X i
i=1

(18)

where, according to the initial assumption Xi ~ N  (0, I)
Based on the described transformation the Monte Carlo method is used to gen‑
erate the distribution of the (correlated) portfolio value (changes) due rating migra‑
tions. CVaR is computed as a certain quantile of this distribution. As was shown in
a practical sample applying normal distribution to compute directly, the CVaR value
will significantly underestimate the measure of the credit risk connected with the
analysed portfolio.
In the case of when the financial data is incomplete (e.g. unavailability of refer‑
ence measures of stock returns volatility at individual firms and aggregated level /
VIX/) and credit instruments prices are not marked to market (which well describes
the situation in the Polish banking sector), the CVaR environment can still be used
as long as the banks can determine:
1) Debtors’ credit ratings,
2) Probability of credit rating migration one period ahead,
3) Recovery ratio of credit instruments classes,
4) Value of the credit risk spread over a risk‑free interest rate for particular debtors’
ratings,
5) DCF model used for calculating the net present value of payments associated
with credit instruments.

6. Empirical exercise
6.1. Statistical data
Data used in the empirical exercise consisted of:
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1) Balance sheets and profit and loss indicators of 60 Polish randomly chosen firms
(30 defaulted and 30 non‑defaulted) for the time span 2006–2011 taken from
their reports with information about the sector of activity. This source of data
was provided by the Polish Central Statistical Office (GUS). The set of indicators
gathered for each firm consisted of:
a.	 Profit ratio.
b.	 Net profit ratio.
c.	 ROA (Return on Assets).
d.	 ROE (Return on Equity).
e.	 General liquidity ratio.
f.	 Quick liquidity ratio.
g.	 Working capital/assets ratio.
h.	 Short term debt.
i.	 Total debt.
j.	 Financial leverage ratio.
k.	 Debt/own capital ratio.
l.	 Working capital rotation index.
m.	 Assets rotation index.
n.	 Sales/own capital.
o.	 Fixed assets rotation index.
2) Risk‑free interest rate yield curves for the Polish zloty, computed for each year
from the period 2006–2011, based on the Polish government debt prices taken
from Bloomberg.
3) Portfolio of credit instruments (credit expositions) of the considered firms taken
from the supervisory data of the National Bank of Poland.
The CVaR model was computed with the MATLAB package. Hence the dataset
object from the Statistics toolbox of this software was used to manage heterogeneous
data and metadata (data description). For a time sequences of firms’ balance sheets
data and yield curves observations a time series object was applied to store dates and
values of these time series.

6.2. CVaR estimation
The practical estimation part started with the computation of the initial credit
ratings for the analysed firms. To compute these ratings, the linear regression method
from the Generalized Linear Models module of the Matlab package Statistics tool‑
box was applied. A particular firm’s default probability was set as an endogenous
variable. Parameters of the model were computed with the Maximum Likelihood
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Estimation (MLE) method, with the assumption of the constant Gaussian distribution
over time. In this case the mnfit method from the Matlab’s Statistics toolbox package
was used. Besides that, the mnrval function from the same toolbox allowed for the
estimation of exogenous variable values (probabilities of analysed firms’ defaults) as
well as their estimations errors.
The statistics toolbox also has a useful function for rating the migration matrix
computation. This function, called transprob, computes iteratively the transition
matrix using two different approaches: the duration algorithm or cohort procedures.
The transprob function uses as input the results of the initial credit rating assignment
(initial credit ratings with the associated statistics).
Having at one’s disposal a set of initial credit ratings computed for the training
of a set of firms group of machine learning tools available in the Matlab was applied
to validate this initial ratings’ assignment and associate ratings with firms outside
the training set. The spectrum of the Matlab package machine learning tools is wide
and consists of:
1) Classifying trees.
2) Regression trees.
3) Boosted regression trees.
4) Bagged trees.
5) Naïve Bayesian classifiers.
6) Nearest neighbourhood methods.
In this particular case the bagged trees method was used to validate the initial
assignment of credit ratings. This method is based on the bootstrap aggregation, the
algorithm of classifiers set building. This procedure creates classification rules drawing
subsamples from general firms’ sample with the bootstrap method (drawing from
returns of the N elements subsamples from the initial N elements general sample).
This “stochastic” part of the bootstrap aggregation algorithm allows the reduction
of the problem of output classification sensitivity to the general sample variables
distribution. The application of the bootstrap procedure also gives the opportunity
to easily compute the model fit criterion (out‑of‑bag error). Technically this bagging
trees procedure is performed with the help of the TreeBagger object of the Matlab
package Statistics toolbox. This object provides methods which are useful in results
assessment: The oobError for mean square error /MSE/ out of bag error computa‑
tion and the prediction used for classifying new entities with previously established
classifiers.
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The next step of the CVaR general computation procedure was to generate thresh‑
olds of distribution associated with the rating migration table (shown in Figure 4).
It is done with another Statistical toolbox function, transprobtothresholds. The output
from this function is given in the following table.
Table 7. Threshold values assigned for distributions of credit rating migrations given
the initial credit rating of the analysed firms
Rating

Thresholds

AAA

Inf

–1.4846

–2.3115

–2.8523

–3.3480

–4.0083

–4.1276

–4.1413

AA

Inf

2.1403

–1.6228

–2.3788

–2.8655

–3.3166

–3.3523

–3.3554

A

Inf

3.0264

1.8773

–1.6690

–2.4673

–2.9800

–3.1631

–3.1736

BBB

Inf

3.4963

2.8009

1.6201

–1.6897

–2.4291

–2.7663

–2.8490

BB

Inf

3.5195

2.9999

2.4225

1.5089

–1.7010

–2.3275

–2.4547

B

Inf

4.2696

3.8015

3.0477

2.3320

1.3838

–1.6491

–1.9703

CCC

Inf

4.6241

4.2097

3.6472

2.7803

2.1199

1.5556

–1.1399

Source: own computations.

The final part of the CVaR computation was concentrated on the generation of
scenarios of the analysed firms’ assets. The dependencies between the individual
enterprises assets returns were summed up with the empirical correlation matrix.
Then the mnvrnd function from the Matlab’s Statistical toolbox was used to extract
matrix A with the Choleski decomposition. The paths of credit rating migration
were set up with particular assets class’ distributions and threshold values gathered
in Table 7. In the last stage prices of credits instruments was computed as:
1) DCF counted with a particular yield curve (assigned to a particular rating) for
non‑defaulted debtors,
2) Fraction (recovery ratio) of the credit instrument nominal value drawn from the
beta distribution for defaulted firms.
99 % of CVaR for the group of analysed firms was computed as 99 percentile of
the empirical distribution of credit instruments global profit/loss. Moreover 99 %
expected tail loss (ETL) measure which was computed as an expected value of the
losses conditional to their values and were more than the previously computed 99 %
CVaR. Figure 6 presents the credit instruments portfolio value distribution and values
of 99 % CVaR and 99 % ETL.
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Figure 6. Credit instruments portfolio value distribution and 99 % CVaR and 99 % ETL

Source: own computations.

99 % of CVaR (about 4.1 PLN million) approximately stands for 4 % of the initial
credit instruments portfolio’s value and 99 % ETL for 5.5 % (about 5.5 PLN million)
of the portfolio’s value.

7. Conclusions
The presented CVaR model is a corporate credit risk evaluation framework which
offers the application of the intuitive credit risk measure based on the well‑known
concept of value at risk (VaR). It easily integrates with other risk type evaluation
measures, which makes it compliant with the recent Basel Committee of Banking
Supervision recommendations (inter alia the Third Basel Accord Incremental Risk
Charge computation requirement). It also uses the Monte Carlo simulation approach
whose results can be easily interpreted by risk analysts employed in financial institu‑
tions.
Unfortunately there are also some drawbacks of using this method: the great‑
est group of them is connected with the estimation of the credit migration matrix:
e.g. one of the disadvantages embraces the application of the credit rating migration
matrix computed with the average historical frequencies of default, which can lead
to the underestimation of risk in the case of extreme macroeconomic and financial
environment distress. Besides that some problems can occur when the credit rating
transition matrix computed for tradable credit instruments is applied to pricing
non‑tradable ones. Moreover in the Polish environment of adaptation of the CVaR
method it can be difficult due to the lack of benchmark credit ratings of the majority
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of local firms. Moreover, the Polish debt commercial papers market is quite shallow,
which makes hard mark‑to‑market Polish firms financial condition. However it is
still recommendable to consider the application of the CVaR method for corporate
credit risk assessment as it is complete, well formalized and an intuitive risk evalu‑
ation method.
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A bstract
The relationship between corporation owners and top management can generally be
described in terms of the agency model. This situation usually has a negative impact on
the company value. In such an environment, access to information, its processing and
reporting, become critical. Therefore, it should also be noted that a similar principal‑agent
phenomenon is present between the CEO and the IT management which controls data
availability. In this paper we discuss some issues associated with the role of Information
Technology (IT) and the IT manager (CIO). There is an interesting duality: on the one hand
the CIO is involved in the principal‑agent problem and on the other – his responsibility
domain is a basic tool for the organization in dealing with uncertainty and asymmetry
of information. The CEO and other members of the C‑suite should be more involved in
information management (not just information technology) as well as the board entic‑
ing the managers in charge of IT to share company business objectives so as they can
become conscious and active partners in growing the business value. Information flow,
access and monitoring should be designed in a transparent way and understood by all
1
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members of the interdisciplinary management team so that the CEO should be able to
require innovation, strategy supporting indicators and IT can be capable of influencing
business enhancement. This is especially consequential if we take into account the progress
in information technology and its changing role from process automation into business
information management.
Keywords: Asymmetric and Private Information, Transaction Costs, Criteria for Decision
‑Making under Risk and Uncertainty

1. Introduction
Neoclassical economics defines a firm as a simple production function operat‑
ing in a perfect information world. In reality, global corporations are usually huge
conglomerates with many different divisions. In such a situation two basic problems
arise: uncertainty inside the firm and uncertainty of the world outside. In this paper
we discuss some issues associated with the role of Information Technology (IT) and
the IT manager (CIO). We have here duality: on the one hand the CIO is involved
in the principal‑agent problem and on the other – his responsibility domain is
a basic tool for the organization in dealing with uncertainty and the asymmetry of
information.
In a neoclassical approach, a corporation is treated as a single entity, which is
often called a holistic approach3. In many modern firms we almost always observe
the separation of ownership and management. IT managers should work in the best
3 “In the first place, it identifies a model that is holistic in the sense that, however large and complex,
the firm is seen as an entity that can have objectives of its own and that can be said to take decisions. This
is in marked contrast to the »behavioural« model of the firm, where it is argued that only people can have
objectives, organizations cannot”. [Davies, Pun‑Lee, 2001, p. 12].
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interests of the owners by taking actions that increase the company’s value. It is also
seen that in large corporations ownership can be spread over an enormous number
of shareholders.
In basic economic models it is assumed that shareholders buy shares because
they seek profit, so it is obvious that good decisions increase the value of shares,
and poor decisions decrease the value of shares. The separation of shareholders and
management has some advantages. For example, it allows shareholders to change
management without distorting the current operation of their company and allows
the owners to hire professional business leaders.
The dispersion of ownership means that mostly managers, but not the owners,
control the firm. It may cause various and sometimes serious problems, if their
objectives are not the same and if managers do not really act in the best interests
of the owners. The goal of IT management should be to increase the present value
per share of the company. As we will see, Chief Information Officers (CIOs), are in
unique position to drive innovation and boost business growth, if they correctly
understand their role as part of the management team.
The common goal is to maximize share value conflicts with individual objectives.
We can explicitly assume that the goal is to maximize the current share value. By this
we mean that owners are only entitled to what remains after the employees, suppliers,
and creditors (and anyone else with a legitimate claim) are paid their dues. Hence
information about liabilities, profit and loss, operational performance and assets is
obviously critical, and so becomes data management. Because the goal of IT man‑
agement (as for other management staff) should be to maximize the company value,
we need to discuss how to make sure that it has a positive impact. In the paper we
study the relationship between IT decisions and the company value. A key element
in exploring this link is information management and treating pure information
technology only as part of it.
The choice of a particular information technology is not as important as it used to
be in the past. Leading IT providers tend to offer increasingly similar products, which
should be understood more on the functional level rather than the technological one.
With increasingly more advanced tools being provided, not the kind of technology,
but the way in which it is applied and how it influences business growth and opera‑
tion efficiency becomes the key issue. This puts a higher demand for understanding
IT value not just on IT staff, but much more on all corporate management.
The article presents a practical approach to introducing business relation and
communication rules of using IT to increase the company value.
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2. Principal‑agent problem and the goals
of management
The connection between owners and managers is known as a principal‑agent
problem and the conflict is called an agency relationship. Such a relationship exists
whenever someone (the principal) hires another (the agent) to represent his interests.
The owners are the principals; the CEOs are their agents. Typically the relation goes
further with CEOs being principals vs. CIOs causing a duplication of the principal
agent problem between the shareholders and people who control the information
about their assets. Owners want management to increase the value of the firm, but
managers may have their own goals. Agency costs are paid when managers do not
attempt to maximize the firm’s value or owners incur costs to monitor the managers
and influence their actions. Actually the agency costs refer to the costs of the conflict
of interest between shareholders and management. Of course, these problems do not
appear when the owners are also the managers.
Agency costs can be indirect or direct. An indirect agency cost is a lost opportu‑
nity. Direct agency costs come in two forms. The first type is a corporate expenditure
that benefits the management but costs the owners. The second type of direct agency
cost is an expense that arises from the need to monitor management actions. The
basic goal of IT management is to make money or add value for the owners. Since
the objective might appear unclear, we may take into account various ways of for‑
mulating it in order to come up with a more precise definition [Dąbrowski, 2011].
Such a definition is important because it leads to an objective basis for making and
evaluating IT decisions. If we were to consider possible IT goals, we might arrive at
ideas such as the following:
• Survive.
• Beat the competition.
• Maximize sales or market share.
• Minimize costs.
• Maximize profits.
• Maintain a steady earnings growth.
In an excessive autonomy environment and insufficient supervision control,
managers demonstrate a tendency to rather make their organization larger than
more profitable. They tend to maximize the amount of resources over which they
have control. IT management may overemphasize organizational survival or critical
business continuity technical support to protect their own job security, or pursue
their personal interest in new technologies rather than business efficiency. Any kind
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of management may also try to limit external interference, so independence and
corporate self‑sufficiency may be important agent goals also.

3. Control of the Firm and Information Asymmetry
Principal‑agent problems would be easier to avoid, if all sides had the same access
to information. IT managers and owners (or creditors) may all have different infor‑
mation about the value of assets, and it may be many years before all the information
is revealed. IT managers need to recognize these information asymmetries and find
ways to reassure investors that there are no disappointing surprises on the way.
This depends on two factors of whether IT managers act in the best interests
of the owners. Firstly, how closely aligned are the goals of management and the
shareholders? This issue relates to the way managers are compensated. Secondly,
how easily management can be replaced, if it does not follow the shareholders’ goals.
Related risk can be mitigated by the development of advanced control procedures of
the company. There are examples of why even in the largest corporations, manage‑
ment has a significant incentive to act in the best interests of the owners [Laffont,
Martimort, 2009].
IT management will frequently have an economic incentive to increase the firm’s
value for two reasons. Firstly, managerial compensation may be linked to business
performance in general4. The second incentive managers have, depends on their career
prospects. Better performers within the corporation will tend to be promoted. Those
managers who are successful in showing the shareholders’ goals will be in greater
demand on the labour market and thus receive higher earnings.
To avoid extreme measures like a proxy fight or takeover by another firm5 cor‑
porate shareholders have to clearly understand the management corporate strategy
relation to share value increase. It is their obligation to demand a business plan that
is well justified and well supported with numbers and a market analysis. Obviously,
4 IT managers are frequently given the option to buy shares at a bargain price. The more the firm
is worth, the more valuable is this option. Actually, options are increasingly being used to motivate
employees of all types.
5 Control of the firm finally is in the owners’ hands. They elect the board of directors, who finds
management. An important mechanism by which shareholders can act to replace existing management
is called a proxy (authority to vote on someone else’s shares). A proxy fight develops when a group solicits
proxies in order to replace the existing board, and thereby replace the existing management. Another way
that management can be replaced is by takeover. Those firms that are poorly managed are more attractive
as acquisitions than well‑managed firms because a greater profit potential exists. These mechanisms give
management incentives to act in the shareholders’ interests.
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there is an inseparable risk related to investment and company ownership, but this
can be constrained with the correct information management. A business plan should
be communicated by management, which, in turn, should influence their objectives.
While they are playing the role of agents in a “principal‑agent” relationship with share‑
holders, the CEOs become principals towards the IT managers as well as for other
division leaders. While it is difficult to demand a lot of operational knowledge from
shareholders, it should be required from IT managers to understand and monitor
the corporate strategy execution. Since the general manager is usually a rather busy
person, proper information management tools become of strategic value.

4. Company Value and Information Technology
Until recently in many organizations, IT was treated as a must in terms of improv‑
ing business by means of automation. Budgets were first invested to improve “data
processing” and later to mitigate a risk to its operation. IT managers initiated invest‑
ments that were not fully understood, and hence were underestimated by a line of
business leaders. With technical progress, IT tools have started to play a role, which
is gradually taking over more and more business operations and decision space.
IT does not only perform bank account processing, invoice calculation or book
keeping automation. Business process management tools have started to take over
a big part of the workforce management and team coordination. Decision support
systems perform customer scoring, analyze their behaviour, and change the market
approach etc. Artificial intelligence systems learn how to track fraud or select target
customer groups much more efficiently than human business managers. The IT
influence on enterprise performance is growing gradually, and vice versa – the line
of business mechanisms of strategic management and investment decisions affect
IT performance.
In many cases, the IT impact on business improvement is limited to a few potential
areas of benefits that are set as a project objective. In practice, information technology
application should be seen as a tool that impacts most of the company strategy and
operation areas. This would not happen, if the top decision makers were not aware
of the full scope of the benefits at stake. Although IT is still a technology domain,
with time, it is more and more important in how to understand and how to apply it
(which is business knowledge) and not how it works (which is technical).
Although we naturally tend to think that it is easier to make a decision with more
information available, this rule does not work with modern reporting systems and
data warehouses. On the contrary – reports created “bottom‑up” without a clear
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purpose are often used to deliver less information to the company decision makers
who are overburdened with non‑relevant and incoherent data.
On the other hand, according to IBM studies, organizations that apply advanced
IT tools outperform their peers in terms of results: up to 1.6X revenue growth, 2X
EBITDA growth and 2.5X shares price appreciation [Outperforming..., 2012]. Major
drivers of their success lie in the ability to better listen to the business environment
(both external and internal uncertainty) and then to anticipate events and trends.
Good listening means the better management of data sources. This should cover,
first of all, the standardization of all data definitions across the organization. Very
often this issue is underestimated because top management requires reports from
division leaders described as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) based on a general
definition only. The example could be “new services sold during last month”. At the
top, the term “new service” could mean a “new mobile voice communication pack‑
age”. Such a package might be composed of a plan for domestic calls, international
roaming, internet transfer, multimedia content, free voice mail etc. At the same time,
people in charge of sales are personally interested in counting each of these com‑
ponents as a service. For them a customer switching on a free voice mail may count
as a new service sold, even though it does not improve a company’s top line. In the
past, to avoid such problems the financial controlling division or quality department
were asked for help or the role of “data librarian” was defined. Data definitions were
formally prepared and imposed by them on all the organization. Afterwards quality
control was executed manually by means of checking periodical reports and auditing
locally implemented meta‑data definitions.
With the growing volume and variety of gathered information this started to result
in significant effort and increased errors. In a company of the size of Telekomunikacja
Polska S.A. (now Orange Polska), management information quality assurance used to
be a constant challenge, even though the financial controlling division was relatively
well advanced compared to other organizations on the Polish market. In an informa‑
tion environment, where data were retyped manually, it was nearly impossible to
avoid significant mistakes in a “data listening function”. Various situations happened
when the basic number of subscribers of a particular service varied depending on
the internal report source.
Technology progress provided two kinds of tools in improving the data listen‑
ing function: integration systems and data capture automatic devices. These form
the basis for information asymmetry reduction between top management and line
managers.
Integration systems make it possible to gather data referring to a particular
business end‑to‑end process. In Orange it used to be for example the “customer
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order‑to‑service delivery” process. In top management, normally, we cannot afford
to analyze all the details of sales force automation systems, but sales process efficiency
is the key for our top‑line. Modern integration tools allow IT managers to monitor
sales processes automatically on a daily (or even hourly basis – if necessary). They
provide much better quality information to the top of the command centre. How‑
ever, we have to take into account that data are still input manually into the systems
that support the process. It may still happen, for example, that the name or other
customer information are misspelled, so the number of customers is exaggerated and
their segmentation inadequate. This problem has already been reduced with modern,
adaptive, statistical systems, which support high volume data cleansing.
With technology progress, the company business environment becomes gradu‑
ally more digitized. Some assets like text, audio and video become digital and easier
to deliver and monitor. Also data capture by automatic devices like smartphones,
energy consumption smart‑meters, car fleet tracking boxes or web portals provide
more and more adequate information in nearly real‑time, which can be made avail‑
able to sales representatives, IT managers and CEOs at the same moment. In the
above‑mentioned IBM report (4): as many as 49 % of firms were able to manage their
end‑to‑end business processes with integrated information sets, and 46 % of them
gathered data from automated devices.
The volume of data available grows exponentially. Obviously the form and the
level of data aggregation should depend on the position in the hierarchy. Theoreti‑
cally, each question can be drilled down by the CEO himself and the information
asymmetry is thus reduced. Technical aspects are managed gradually more by device
and systems external suppliers, so the CIO role becomes less technical, while other
leaders find it easier to utilize advanced systems. The major issue becomes information
management, so the right people get the right data at the right time. It is the CIO’s
remit to focus less on technical aspects and more on the business process efficiency
and information management.
Analytical IT systems today not only support organizations in making optimized
decisions, but often make these decisions themselves. Unlike in the past, today’s IT
systems can deliver the right information to the right people at the moment trig‑
gered by a rich set of real‑time data sources. The first spectacular application of
this feature was fraud reduction in credit card and mobile telephony, when alerts
about unconventional service usage had to be issued immediately. Then it went on
to customer scoring, prediction of his or her behaviour, and as far as complicated,
self‑learning market models. According to the previously mentioned IBM report,
as many as 45 % of companies use IT models to anticipate the best outcomes based
on unknown conditions. No human stock market dealer can be as fast as an average
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real‑time system. At the same time, system construction tends to be much simpler
with subsequent IT technical innovations. This should move the role of CIOs closer
to business leaders and make them design information management rules together.
The more senior company management is involved in such design, the less the space
for information asymmetry is left.

5. The role of New Information Technology –
from business support to business catalyst
The move of focus from technology to business impact should also cause a change
in the senior management approach to IT. In the past, especially in crisis economies,
IT tended to be evaluated according to technical skills, operational risk avoidance
and effective budget management, which resulted in the fact that the IT department
was treated as a cost centre. This approach neglects two facts: (1) companies can‑
not normally afford the internal IT department to be the top master in a particular
technology at the level of specialized, professional IT vendors, (2) the external vendor
cannot usually acquire knowledge of the business process and management specific
to a particular organization comparable to the internal IT department.
According to a recently published Gartner study – in 2012 an estimated 65 % of
IT spent was dedicated to running current operations, leaving only 35 % dedicated
to business growth and transformation which would improve a company’s market
position [IT Metrics..., 2013]. This situation is a temptation for IT managers to
“blackmail” business sponsors through claiming that launching new savings could
pose the risk of endangering current business operations. Although this could have
been successful in the past, now it will entice business leaders to look more favour‑
ably at cloud computing and/or business process outsourcing, which are not very
much related to particular technical solutions, and can be evaluated with business
performance indicators and hence can be better understood by business leaders and
easier to manage.
These kind of services can be calculated as a variable cost and not as a large
amount of the IT department fixed costs. Therefore, it permits the company to adjust
its spending to justified consumption and vice versa – lowering the service usage if
it becomes prohibitively expensive.
At this point we come to the key issue of advancing IT from being the business
support back‑office centre into a business catalyst, which is an adequate cost alloca‑
tion model. If IT spent is allocated properly to services delivered to business divi‑
sions, it can be understood and controlled by leaders of business lines. The allocation
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has to be described by catalogue where each service has a clear business value and
cost, which depends on business driven performance indicators. The business value
measures define the budget spent on IT service. A typical example can be the cost
of a transaction processed or a customer invoice produced and sent. With a large IT
organization and numerous business divisions, most of IT business spent can thus
be converted into variable cost. Then core business leaders tend to use IT support
at a level justified by their bottom line and we achieve a system of automatic cost
rationalization. Although the most obvious reason for IT centralization is unitary
cost reduction due to growing volume, business IT expense rationalization should
not be neglected – even, if it is more difficult to measure.
At the same time, while it is rather difficult to make an external vendor co‑respon‑
sible for a company’s bottom line, it is much easier with respect to the internal IT
division. With the new, more advanced IT services and outsourcing reaching new
levels, it is probably the last moment for the internal IT manager to become a busi‑
ness expert and increase the responsibility of the core business operation. If he or she
does not do it now, the growing possibilities of cloud computing and the outsourcing
organization, will address business issues more and more aggressively making him
or her obsolete. As an example we can treat the announcement by IBM in June 2013,
when they declared in the Financial Times that a new outsourcing strategy would
focus on Chief Marketing, Sales and/or Financial Officers’ problems [IBM looks...,
2013]. Until now, organizations of this type (also HP and others) focused on deliver‑
ing services to the IT manager as a client. They delivered Data Processing, Applica‑
tion Hosting, Local IT Support, which had to be sold to a professional IT specialist.
As such they were not very well understood by business leaders and difficult to
relate to the business value. They were often treated by business leaders as a kind of
unavoidable burden and fixed fee that had to be paid to enable any kind of business
operation. This is especially demonstrable in a complicated systems environment
that have an extensive, legacy incremental development of independently produced
separate functions. It can also be observed after a series of mergers and acquisitions
of companies with diversified enterprise architectures.
In such organizations, there is usually an important set of redundant systems
that perform duplicated functions in various divisions increasing operation expense.
What is even more important, they make innovation and customization of business
processes much more difficult and expensive due to a more complicated design of
new features and to ever increasing testing efforts. There are extreme cases, where
testing efforts were many times larger than the actual service creation or change,
which had a relatively small impact on the top line. This pushed IT managers even
harder into being a cost centre leaving only a small margin of resources for actual
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business development and making IT a market differentiation factor for the whole
organization.
In enterprises with a dominant market position, IT is pushed into the role of
budget spender, builder of complicated solutions that nobody really understands or
needs, and a guardian of the status quo, i.e. running business as usual. The IT depart‑
ment struggles to describe business objectives and is often accused of delivering
unwanted results. It is impossible to build a project roadmap and to build any stra‑
tegic platform that might ease and accelerate future innovation and time‑to‑market.
There would not be any problem, if these were discussed and reasonably planned
in a roadmap. According to the 2012 Economist Intelligence Unit report [Can the
IT..., 2012]6 only 9 % of IT departments collaborate with others on identifying new
market opportunities. What is interesting, is that business leaders claim that IT lacks
adequate business acumen (35 %) and IT themselves use typically the easiest possible
excuse of not having sufficient funding (also 35 %).
A typical outcome is that the “initiatives” are pushed from the marketing “silo”
into the IT “silo” without proper description. The more initiatives are pushed, the
more difficult it is to deliver a final product within the available resources. At the
end of the day, it is the IT department that is blamed for not being able to deliver.
In this case both IT and Marketing Departments demonstrate the agents’ vested
interest not related to the “principal’s” objectives. According to the BCG survey –
only 33 % of CIOs consider their companies’ senior executives effective at driving
the business value of IT. In the worst case, this may result in the rest of 67 % of firms
in transforming the IT division into an independent organization with their own
internal priorities.
The “silo” effect can be stopped only, if the CIO aligns well to the CEO’s objec‑
tives. If the IT staff is pushed to cooperate in the creation of business strategy, even
if at the beginning they are not well prepared, it will allow them to understand the
priorities. If so, they should allocate their resources (mainly funding and internal
competence) to the most beneficial initiatives bringing the best business value. As in
any other domain, lower priority tasks should be outsourced with the purpose of
achieving not only lower spending (which is the relatively easy part), but also more
agility in an environment of growing complexity. The latter objective means that the
CIO can allocate more experts with internal business knowledge to the top priority
6 The 474 respondents included 171 from the United States, 119 from the U.K., 102 from Germany
and 82 from Japan. Fifty‑one percent of the respondents were C‑level and board members, and the
remaining are other senior executives and managers. The 474 respondents included 171 from the United
States, 119 from the U.K., 102 from Germany and 82 from Japan. Fifty‑one percent of the respondents
were C‑level and board members, and the remaining are other senior executives and managers.
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job. According to some characteristics of the agency problem, there is probably no
business leader, who would not like to have more resources for critical tasks. These
can be obtained by letting outsourcing providers do the tasks that are not bring‑
ing the company market advantage. According to a survey performed by the MIT
Sloan School of Management and Boston Consulting Group (BCG) [Ross, Woerner,
Scantlebury, Beath, 2010], “as IT units increase their emphasis on driving business
change, they increase their outsourcing”.
If an enterprise enters the “cash‑cow” development phase and nobody really plans
new product lines, it is very difficult to demonstrate the IT value to the management
board. When it comes to IT evaluation as a cost centre, a comparison to electric‑
ity made by Nicolas Carr becomes surprisingly accurate: “Computing is different.
Because its applications are delivered through software, they too can be transmitted
over the grid as utility services. Unlike a vacuum cleaner, a software program can
be shared by many people, all using it at the same time.” [Carr, 2009]. Therefore the
potential economies of scale are much bigger than in most other industries leaving
not much space for local data processing when the IT cost is a key driver.
Hence IT divisions are perfect candidates for strategic outsourcing as it may
bring more value and improvement through an external organization, which will
have no choice but to outperform the incumbent setup. For the original company – it
will receive an important short‑term benefit (such as a 20 % budget reduction) and
“peace‑of‑mind” in business support. For the outsourcing party it will be a long‑term
contract and a potential area to benefit from the best practice learned before in their
core business. For IT management, if they become successful in selecting proper IT
domains to outsource, they may keep control of information elements that are a key
for business value creation only. They will have more space to focus upon company
business objectives and become a part of the leading team in the core business domain
with pressure on professional improvement and long‑term strategy.
Nowadays, in almost all industries, the pace of market change is increasing, and
innovation for both business and information technology continues to boom. For
many organizations it leaves no choice but to become more adaptive with an increas‑
ingly agile and flexible IT contribution. The afore‑mentioned BCG survey (8) shows
that if the CIO takes a pivotal role in strategic company management, IT becomes
more innovative and efficient, thus bringing more business value to the company.
In particular, they have an increased proportion of innovation budget vs. the spending
on business as usual. Hence the more IT is involved in strategic business roadmap
construction, the better IT innovation funding is available, which is probably the best
answer to 35 % of the sceptical CIOs mentioned in the Economist report.
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The experience of the PTK Centertel (now Orange Poland) in the early 2000s,
when it used to be a mobile market challenger (with only 18 % of market share), shows
that with high market pressure, with top management cascading the shareholders’
objectives efficiently, people are more open to working with other departments and
it is easier to form interdisciplinary teams. The IT division stops being a financial
burden supposed to maintain operations, and instead it starts to be an important
alliance partner in the strategic top‑line growth and operational efficiency. Business
value contributed by well‑designed and adjusted information management is evident
and it is much easier to discuss and set strategic priorities. When running business
as usual it is not sufficient for the enterprise to sustain. Everybody (including IT) is
involved in innovation and building market differentiation.
This would change the role of IT into a kind of business catalyst, which is not
then treated as a cost centre, but as an important top‑line contributor. It was espe‑
cially apparent during the mobile telephony rapid development. The key part of the
product portfolio development had to be enabled by IT at least on the billing side
(and sometimes in the telecom network infrastructure, sales channels etc.). In these
cases computer specialists stopped being merely technical staff and engaged in
designing new services together with market analysts and product managers. Such
an interdisciplinary team could then share a bonus granted, for example, for, new
acquisition integration, product launch or sales network rollout.
The team members were evaluated in terms of contribution to innovation, com‑
pany market competitive edge and overall operational efficiency. Although these
domains are heavily interrelated, the management approach for each of them should
differ in IT in the same way as it differs in business lines. In the innovation domain,
while the result is very difficult to predict, IT should use prototyping and agile
methodologies to check the potential product very often and in an economic fash‑
ion. At the same time, improving business process efficiency requires expensive and
extensive testing and reviewing before hundreds or thousands of people change the
way they work. This reflects the culture of particular business divisions and requires
IT specialists to mix well in common teams, which is done best when the objectives
and personal evaluation criteria are shared (at least to some extent).
With a gradual move to the new model, IT staff should be increasingly more
responsible for revenue generation since they are a part of new product develop‑
ment teams. This requires prioritization and makes them less interested in tasks
that may be technically tempting, but which bring less to the company’s top‑line.
In the Centertel examples described below, the bulk of new system programming
was outsourced to external companies leaving to the internal IT more time for plan‑
ning, design and control. In the years 1999 to 2004, there were only between 2 to 5
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internal programmers out of almost 200 people of the IT staff. At the same time the
company increased its market share from 18 to 32 percent.
However, we should not mix shared objectives with a competence split. It should
still be an IT specialist who looks for the best technologies. He or she should obviously
discuss it with a project team in which marketing, sales and customer care people
evaluate the impact of a particular technology on the business together with an IT
expert. This means that the IT manager should understand the business objectives
at the level of everybody else or else he or she would cease to be a proper partner.
In this way he/she becomes a business information or business process manager who
can be charged with the shareholders’ objectives.
As an example to demonstrate the differentiation, we can use an offer nicknamed
“Idea Mix” introduced by Centertel in 2003 which was the first combination of prepaid
and postpaid billing on the Polish mobile telephony market. It demanded both –
a good sense of potential market impact and extensive knowledge and modification
of the billing and customer care systems. IT staff had to thoroughly understand the
new service objectives and retail customer expectations and marketing specialists
took care of analyzing the data model and process flow in the IT environment. It took
a lot of prototyping and was successful thanks to intimate collaboration between
marketing and IT; they were able to organize “brainstorming” in a mixed team, which
brought about a very advanced business understanding among IT specialists. Since
its launch at Centertel, it took at least six months for competitors to provide a similar
product offering and the company captured much of the market share (and revenue)
in the meantime.
Another interesting example could be the so‑called “rate‑plan optimizer” that
was created in a similar way. In exchange for an extra fee, it allowed a customer to
get spent optimization, comprising of an automated choice of the cheapest of the
predefined 3 rate‑plans after the actual service consumption was known. By contrast
to the previous example, unfortunately, it turned out not to be so successful and the
“friendly user test” has demonstrated a negative impact on revenue. Since IT people
understood the product economies well, they were quick to discover that the com‑
pany had been losing money on that product and it was quickly withdrawn. Another
issue here is that because of a good understanding of a potential product roadmap
by IT specialists, the system architecture was correctly preconfigured, so the offer
was also prepared relatively quickly and at a low cost. What is even more interest‑
ing – because of a good understanding in the team, no one blamed anybody for the
failure. In the innovation domain, there must be some missed targets and it is only
the IT’s duty to provide an agile environment to deliver and verify results in a swift
and cost‑effective way.
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6. Conclusions
It is very difficult to demonstrate business value without a good understanding
of business priorities. Company strategy comprehension allows the CIO to prioritize
IT initiatives and enables the outsourcing of low priority domains in order to allocate
more internal staff to competitive edge business projects.
As Richard Hunter and George Westerman underline: “Value resides in a business
process, not in the applications that support it. Forecasting future trends in business
value, therefore, is done process by process, by asking questions about the role of
the process in the enterprise’s business proposition and how that role will increase
or decrease over time.” [Hunter, Westerman, 2009].
In a model situation, IT organization should be able to precisely show the busi‑
ness value of the planned actions with KPIs measurable in the P&L statement and/or
in market position benchmarks. This refers especially to situations, when IT moves
to innovation or differentiation domains, which gradually moves it from being the
cost of operation into the business value generation.
If there are clear strategic priorities and their execution is measured with proper
indicators, then the main duty of the IT manager (or business information manager) is
to tie up these with a transparent cost allocation model, so that information technol‑
ogy is employed in a most economic and bottom‑line boosting manner. But he/she
will never succeed without clear strategic leadership and the readiness to accept busi‑
ness contribution from the top management. He/she should also be allowed to work
directly as a first‑line customer facing team. Although it refers mainly to the business
catalyst model, likewise, in the case of outsourcing the business process, should also
be taken into account. The KPIs would be defined differently in these cases, but they
should always be bound to business efficiency and never to technology.
“CIOs who are intrinsically capable of adding value in the ways we have described
know very well that the CEO’s position on a number of issues is critical to their own
ability to achieve. They believe that IT has evolved to the point where leadership
must come from executive line management.” This is a statement that had already
emerged a long time ago [Rockart, 1988] and has been repeated with gradually more
emphasis [Earl, Feeny, 2012] due to the evolution from information technology into
information management.
So far, the actually delivered IT value depends mainly on how business leaders
perceive it. As we have seen, the “principal‑agent” phenomenon may exist in a similar
way between the owners and the CEO, as much as between the CEO and the IT leader.
In both cases it requires a reciprocal understanding and demands shared objectives.
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Shareholders often accept top management option programmes to the top staff to
limit the risk of objective discrepancy between them and business leaders. Similar
mechanisms should be adjusted for interdisciplinary internal teams including IT staff.
If this is not the case, there is always an additional “principal‑agent” cost incurred.
If the owner is not capable of understanding, influencing and controlling sufficiently
the agent’s actions of expected value creation, some way of governance change should
be introduced. In the case of IT organization, where it is often a critical part of the
business operation, it should evolve into being evaluated in terms of company core
business contribution – like other divisions. By moving away from technical problems
and increasing involvement in business information management, the CIO agent
can gradually enter into a business catalyst and partially a COO role – and thus be
better understood from the principal perspective.
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A bstract
Knowledge plays a double role in network organisations: on the one hand it is a determi‑
nant and the main reason for creating a network structure, on the other hand – it is the
effect of the functioning of these structures. Knowledge resources in network organisa‑
tions should be constantly renewed, updated, created and protected. Skilful knowledge
resources management can significantly increase the effectiveness and innovation of
network organisations.
Based on the model created by herself, the author has carried out a detailed analysis of
the phenomenon and conditions of knowledge management at 363 network organisa‑
tions operating in 2013 in Poland (including 121 belonging to cluster‑type organisa‑
tions, 121 franchise organisations and 121 virtual organisations). Potential factors having
an impact on individual knowledge management parameters were considered, such as:
the size of an enterprise, the type of its activities, the network type, the role in the net‑
work, the size of a network, the geographical scope of network activities and the network
development phase.
Keywords: knowledge management, network organisation
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1. Introduction
Knowledge plays a double role in network organisations. On the one hand it is
a determinant and the main reason for creating a network structure, on the other
hand – it is the effect of the functioning of these structures [Sopińska, 2012]. Knowl‑
edge of a network organisation is not just the sum of knowledge of individual entities
(links), but also the common knowledge of the entire network, created as a result of
the diffusion of knowledge among the network elements.
All the processes enabling the creation, dissemination and use of knowledge by
a network organisation in order to achieve specific objectives, are defined as network
management. Skilful knowledge management can considerably increase the effective‑
ness of a network organisation [Sopińska, 2013, pp. 87–104].
This article presents the results of empirical studies concerning knowledge man‑
agement at network organisations operating in Poland in 2013. The research was
a component of a wider research project entitled „Innovations in network organisa‑
tions in a knowledge‑based economy”, carried out in 2012–2013 by the Department
of Enterprise Management of the Institute of Management at the Warsaw School of
Economics [Bojewska, 2013, pp. 153–201]. The research on knowledge management
in network organisations was carried out on the basis of a theoretical model created
by the author of the article. According to the model, knowledge management in
network organisations is described by five specific parameters:
• Parameter 1 – the method of obtaining knowledge,
• Parameter 2 – the method of using knowledge,
• Parameter 3 – the process of exchange of knowledge within a network,
• Parameter 4 – the applied strategy of knowledge management,
• Parameter 5 – the rate of advancement of the knowledge management system
development.
Due to the specific character of the network structure, each of these parameters
should be considered at two levels: the level of a single participant (link) of a network;
and the level of the entire network organisation.
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Figure 1. Knowledge management model in a network organisation according
to A. Sopińska

Source: own study.

It should be highlighted that each network organisation should develop a knowl‑
edge management model which is optimal in specific circumstances. In the author’s
opinion, the following determinants of knowledge management in network organi‑
sations are the following factors:
• The size of an enterprise measured by the number of employees,
• The kind business activities,
• Network type,
• The role of the enterprise in the network,
• The size of the network measured by the number of network participants,
• Geographical scope of network activities,
• The phase of the network development.
The research covered 363 enterprises belonging to network organisations, includ‑
ing: 121 entities belonging to cluster‑type organisations; 121 entities belonging to
franchise organisations and 121 entities belonging to virtual organisations. The
temporal scope of the research is 2013. The basic research instrument was a survey
questionnaire comprising of 10 questions, all of which, except one, were closed‑ended
one‑choice questions. The research was carried out according to the CATI method
enabling the application of the statistical instruments of the results analysis.
Further sections present particular parameters at the level of a single network
link and the entire network.
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2. The way of obtaining and using knowledge in network
organisations operating on the Polish market
The research, carried out on a sample of 363 network organisations operating on
the Polish market, proved that both at the level of a single network link (enterprise)
and the level of the entire network, a dominating way of obtaining method is obtaining
it simultaneously from both sources (internal and external). More than a half of the
entities under research chose this solution. Only about 1/3 of the analysed entities
reported the use of only one source, where the internal source was preferred at the
enterprise level and the external level was preferred at the network level, which in
this case meant that the knowledge was generated by the network participants.
Table 1. The way of obtaining knowledge in network organisations
Single network link
level

Entire network level

Obtaining knowledge from outside – from other network participants or
network coordinator/franchisor.

20 %

13 %

Creating knowledge by enterprise employees.

16 %

19 %

Obtaining knowledge from both sources equally.

58 %

59 %

5%

9%

The way of obtaining knowledge in network organisations

Difficult to say.
Source: own study, n = 363.

A network organisation can use the obtained knowledge entirely for its own
needs, or it can transfer it outside. Irrespective of the analysis level (a single network
link or the entire network), the prevailing way of using knowledge was to apply both
methods (internal and external). It accounted for 55 % of the answers for enterprises
and as much as 60 % of the answers for the entire networks. The method consisting
in only transferring knowledge outside was the least popular.
Table 2. The way of using knowledge in network organisations
Single network link
level

Entire network level

Internal use of knowledge for the internal needs of the enterprise itself.

28 %

23 %

Transferring knowledge outside (to other network participants and/or
other entities).

12 %

6%

Both methods of using knowledge to an equal extent.

55 %

60 %

Difficult to say.

5%

11%

The way of using knowledge in network organisations

Source: own study, n = 363.
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3. Description of knowledge exchange in network
organisations operating on the Polish market
On the basis of the research it can be stated that the exchange of knowledge in
network organisations operating on the Polish market is a mass phenomenon, as it
concerns 88 % of the respondents. Only 6 % of all the entities under research con‑
sidered that there is no knowledge exchange among the network participants. The
scope of knowledge exchange, however, is evaluated in various ways: 47 % of all the
enterprises under research describes the scope of knowledge exchange as „limited to
selected kinds of knowledge”, while the next 41% considers that it is unlimited and
concerns all the kinds of knowledge.
It should be indicated that the limited scope of knowledge exchange was mostly
reported by the smallest enterprises employing up to 10 people and entities with
local reach.
The exchange of knowledge in network organisations can refer to various fields.
The object of the exchange in network organisations under research was most of all
the knowledge about buyers (50 %). It was followed by three fields of knowledge:
knowledge about the industry sector conditionings, knowledge about competitors
and knowledge about suppliers. The exchange of knowledge about research and
development (18 %) and the knowledge about macro conditions is very small.
Figure 2. Fields of knowledge exchange in a network

Source: own study, n = 363.
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It should be indicated that knowledge about research and development was more
commonly indicated as the field of knowledge exchange by entities operating as
a part of cluster‑type networks (36 %), production enterprises (33 %) and enterprises
carrying out activities from „administration, education, culture, local government”
category (47 %). The exchange of knowledge about research and development was the
least commonly reported by virtual organisations (7 %) and trading entities (7 %). The
exchange of knowledge about consumers was reported most commonly by franchise
companies (66 %), and least commonly by (16 %) and clusters (24 %). The exchange of
knowledge about macro‑conditions was reported mostly by clusters (21%), network
coordinators (20 %) and entities carrying out activities from the „administration,
education, culture, local government” category (32 %).
In network organisations on the Polish market the „each with each” type knowl‑
edge exchange was prevailing, without any specific direction of knowledge move‑
ment (59 %). Enterprises being a part of virtual organisations and those operating in
networks with local reach most commonly opted for the free movement of knowledge
(70 % and 73 % respectively). The centrifugal movement of knowledge was chosen
by 22 % of all the enterprises under research, while the centripetal movement was
chosen by 13 %. The remaining 5 % of respondents did not have any view on this issue,
and entities which most commonly could not answer this question were production
enterprises (as much as 14 % of the entities from this category of enterprises) and
enterprises operating within cluster‑type networks (10 %).
Additionally, enterprises belonging to franchise networks indicated the cen‑
trifugal knowledge movement direction more commonly than others (35 %), while
enterprises being a part of virtual organisations did it definitely less frequently than
others (10 %). The centripetal movement of knowledge was most common in enter‑
prises employing from 50 to 249 people.
The research proves that in most analysed network organisations operating on the
Polish market the exchange of knowledge is not payable (58 %). Next 24 % reported
that, in the networks they belong to, only universal knowledge is exchanged without
payment, while the other kinds of knowledge are exchanged for payment.
The biggest enterprises employing 250 people or more chose selective payment
for knowledge exchange more commonly than the others (50 %), while enterprises
from networks with local reach chose it relatively least commonly (only 13 %). The
latter relatively more frequently stated that the exchange of each kind of knowledge
is free of charge (72 %).
Almost half of the 363 analysed entities stated that the exchange of knowledge
in their networks is not formalised, 28 % stated that formalisation is selective and
17 % stated that the exchange of each kind of knowledge is strictly formalised. 7 % of
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the respondents could not define the rate of formalisation of knowledge exchange
in their networks. A lack of view on the rate of formalisation of the exchange of
knowledge at the level of the network was most evident in the answers of production
enterprises (17 %), those employing 250 people or more (24 %) and entities being
a part of cluster‑type networks (12 %).
It should be added that enterprises from the largest networks comprising of
over 50 participants, definitely more frequently stated that exchange of each kind of
knowledge in their network is strictly formalised (30 %), while enterprises from the
smallest networks comprising of up to 10 participants more frequently stated that
the exchange of knowledge in their networks is not formalised (60 %).
The last variable describing the process of knowledge exchange in a network
was the variable identifying the knowledge exchange decision‑maker. The knowl‑
edge exchange decision‑maker can be just the network broker (initiator/network
coordinator/franchisor); each network participant, or, depending on the situation,
a chosen entity.
The question about the unit deciding about knowledge exchange in a network
provided the following answers: 58 % of respondents chose the attitude depending
on the situation, 20 % stated that the network broker is the decision maker, while
only 18 % stated that the network participants themselves are the decision‑makers.
4 % of respondents did not express any opinion. Similarly to the previous variables
describing the process of knowledge exchange, the answer was most difficult for the
production enterprises (14 %), those employing 250 people or more (16 %) and those
being a part of a cluster‑type network (8 %).
As the main knowledge exchange decision‑maker in a network, the broker
was most commonly indicated by: enterprises being a part of franchise‑type net‑
works (30 %), entities belonging to networks comprising of more than 50 partici‑
pants (31%) and entities belonging to networks at their decadent stage. The attitude
depending on the situation however was most commonly indicated by enterprises
belonging to networks with up to 10 participants (as much as 60 %). Entities belong‑
ing to franchise‑type networks were those who indicated network participants as
knowledge exchange decision‑makers least frequently. Only 10 % of entities from this
category expressed a view that network participants decide on knowledge exchange
on their own.
What is interesting, many of the analysed entities (including in particular pro‑
duction enterprises and enterprises from cluster‑type networks) had problems
with the identification of particular variables describing the process of knowledge
exchange.
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4. Knowledge management strategies applied
by network organisations operating on the Polish
market
A single link of a network (an enterprise) can apply various strategies of knowl‑
edge management, the most frequently indicated and described of which are: knowl‑
edge codification strategy described as „people‑to‑documents” strategy and knowl‑
edge personalisation strategy (the so‑called „people‑to‑people” strategy) [Hansen,
Nohria, Tierney, 1999]. The network organisations under research were definitely
oriented at a simultaneous implementation of both knowledge management strate‑
gies (33 % of the answers, while 19 % indicated the knowledge codification strategy
and 17 % indicated the personalisation strategy).
Table 3. Knowledge management strategies applied at the level of a single enterprise
Knowledge management strategies

Single network link level

No knowledge management strategy is implemented.

24 %

Knowledge codification strategy – knowledge is recorded in various kinds of documents and
databases.

19 %

Knowledge personalisation strategy – knowledge is transferred among the employees orally.

17 %

Both strategies are applied simultaneously.

33 %

Difficult to say.

7%

Source: own study, n = 363.

It should be highlighted that enterprises playing the role of a network coordinator
were definitely more interested in the implementation of the knowledge codification
strategy (26 %) than those playing the role of just a network participant (15 %) and
entities employing from 50–249 people (33 %). Additionally, the latter (enterprises
employing from 50–249 people) were the ones that least frequently reported that no
knowledge management strategy is implemented: only 7 % of them stated that they
did not implement any strategy.
A network as a whole can apply various strategies. It can choose the strategy of
the subcontractors integration, the strategy of diversification, the strategy of transac‑
tion exchange, or the strategy of experts’ cooperation [Sopińska, 2012, pp. 16–30].
The choice of a specific knowledge management strategy at the level of the entire
network depends mainly on the type of the network (in particular the character of
interrelations and the level of participants’ domination) and the type of knowledge
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subject to management. Equal partners’ networks usually apply the strategy of experts’
cooperation or the strategy of transaction exchange. The strategy of experts’ coopera‑
tion refers to a small scope of expert knowledge. It is based on the mutual trust of
those who have it. The strategy of transaction exchange refers to general (universal)
exchange owned by individual partners. The basis of knowledge exchange are sales
transactions. Simultaneously, dominated networks apply the strategy of subcon‑
tractors integration or the strategy of diversification. The strategy of subcontractors
integration is applied at networks whose satellite units have expert knowledge and
the network broker is willing to absorb it. In the diversification strategy the network
broker looks for new applications for the universal knowledge it has.
Identification of the applied knowledge management strategy at the level of the
entire network was difficult for the 363 analysed entities. The percentage of entities
that could not identify knowledge management strategy applied in their networks
and those that stated that no strategy is applied in their networks, was almost half of
the population under research (47 %). Among the entities which stated that there is
a knowledge management strategy applied in their network, most of them indicated
the strategy of the development of cooperation among experts from a given knowl‑
edge field (20 %) and the strategy of integration of the subcontractors with special‑
ised knowledge around a dominating network participant (13 %). Such a structure
of answers can prove that the network organisations under research manage only
specialised knowledge.
Table 4. Knowledge management strategies applied at the level of the entire network
Knowledge management strategies

Entire network level

No knowledge management strategy is applied.

20 %

Strategy of integration of the subcontractors with specialised knowledge around
a dominating network participant.

13 %

Strategy of development of cooperation among experts from a given field of knowledge.

20 %

Strategy of knowledge exchange according to commercial rules (trade).

9%

Strategy of knowledge diversification – searching for new applications for the existing
knowledge.

11%

Difficult to say.

27 %

Source: own study, n = 363.
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5. The rate of advancement of the knowledge
management system development
and its conditionings
The last parameter describing the phenomenon of knowledge management in
a network organisation is the measurement of the rate of advancement of the knowl‑
edge management system development. A three‑level scale was applied for both
a single network link (an enterprise) and the entire network to evaluate the parameter
mentioned above, where: 1 – means the zero level (no knowledge management system
or no appropriate IT software); 2 – an average level (an entity is in the process of
creating a knowledge management system and collecting the necessary IT software,
and the current situation allows for using knowledge with a delay); 3 – a high level
(a fully integrated knowledge management system is applied, which is supported by
modern IT solutions enabling the use of knowledge in real time).
The rate of advancement of the knowledge management system development
in the organisations under research was small. The above evaluation refers both
to the level of a single network link (enterprise) and the level of an entire network.
As much as 37 % of the respondents reported no advancement of the construction
of such a system at the enterprise level and 29 % reported the same for the entire
network level. Only 26 % of the respondents stated that they have fully consolidated
and integrated systems of knowledge management, while 28 % considered that the
network they belong to does have such a system.
Table 5. The rate of advancement of the knowledge management system
development
The rate of advancement of the knowledge management system
development

Single network link
level

Entire network level

Lack of knowledge management system; we also do not have any
specialised IT software.

37 %

29 %

We are carrying out the process of knowledge management system
development and the necessary IT software is being collected.

29 %

24 %

We have a fully integrated and consolidated knowledge management
system supported by modern IT solutions.

26 %

28 %

8%

19 %

Difficult to say.
Source: own study, n = 363.
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Enterprises employing from 10 to 49 people and entities belonging to networks
in the mature phase of development were those which most frequently reported
the application of a fully integrated knowledge management system (34 % and 40 %
respectively). The fact of being in the process of creating the system was most com‑
monly reported by entities from networks covering 10–20 participants (43 %) and
entities from phasing out networks (43 % and 50 % respectively). It can be stated that
the last category realised the necessity to create a knowledge management system
only by membership within a network. The lack of knowledge management system
creation was obviously most frequently reported by entities from networks which
are only in the phase of establishment (50 %).
The enterprises under research had difficulties with the evaluation of the advance‑
ment rate of a knowledge management system at the entire network level. As many
as 20 % of the respondents could not answer the question formulated in this way.

6. Conclusion
On the basis of the obtained results it can be stated that the level of knowledge
management development in network organisations operating in Poland in 2013 is
very uneven. Although knowledge exchange among the participants of the analysed
networks is of bulk nature and free of charge („each with each” type), still many
network organisations do not have a comprehensible system of knowledge manage‑
ment, supported by appropriate IT solutions, enabling access to knowledge in real
time. Not all the network organisations under research have a planned knowledge
management strategy. Organisations declaring the implementation of a knowledge
management strategy choose most commonly – at the level of a single network link –
an attempt to combine a codification strategy with a personalisation strategy, while
at the level of the entire network – a strategy of development of cooperation among
experts of a given knowledge area, or a strategy of integrating subcontractors hav‑
ing specialised knowledge around a dominant network participant. The subject of
knowledge exchange within the network is, most of all, knowledge about the buyers
(consumers).
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A bstract
The aim of this article is to find out what factors influence the performance of the company.
There have already been a vast numbers of studies conducted about the success factors
that are common to companies performing better than others under various criteria, such
as revenue, profit or value growth. This article researches these findings and summarizes
what they have in common. The main goal of it is to prove that there are common fac‑
tors that contribute to the performance of the companies. The result of this research is
a model of a company’s performance factors. Most of the findings of the authors that have
researched the area of a firm’s performance suggest that the three factors that influence
company performance the most are core values, agility and people.
Keywords: performance, corporate, factors, determinants
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1. Introduction
Performance factors have been the object of human interest since the first activi‑
ties of mankind. The first scientific researches that have popularized corporate
performance as a field of science were performed by F.W. Taylor at the turn of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. His famous book “Principles of scientific man‑
agement” was the first to try to define and measure the processes that take place in
the companies and to improve them [Taylor, 1911]. His researches focused mostly
on particular companies where he served as the first business consultant.
The first attempts to research the best practices of the best performing companies
were made in the beginning of the eighties [Peters, Waterman, 2004]. Since then
many other authors started to study firms with extraordinary performance and
tried to find out what these companies have in common that helped them to achieve
an above average performance. Many of the books were written by or with the coop‑
eration of business consultants who searched for the sources of higher performance
of the companies. In 1994, J. Collins and J.I. Porras presented the success factors of
companies that have consequently outperformed the market over the longer period
[Collins, Porras, 2002]. Then M. Baghai, S. Coley and D. White did research about
companies that have sustained an above average revenue growth in their industries
in 1999 [Baghai, Coley, White, 2000]. One year later, J.R. Katzenbach published his
research about the impact of employees on the firm’s performance [Katzenbach, 2000].
In 2001, J. Collins made another disrupting research on the companies that made
the transition from performing averagely to consequently outperforming the market
[Collins, 2001]. The same year, C. Zook and J. Allen researched the companies that
performed better in turbulent times [Zook, Allen, 2001a]. R. Foster and S. Kaplan
studied the same issue, with the focus on the creative destruction process [Foster,
Kaplan, 2001]. They argue that in turbulent times every company will sooner or
later underperform the market unless it becomes agile. In 2003, W. Joyce, N. Nohria
and B. Roberson defined four main company’s success factors and four others that
also influence the performance, but are not crucial [Joyce, Nohria, Roberson, 2004].
In 2005, A.A. Marcus made a comparison between the traits of the best performing
and worst performing companies [Marcus, 2006]. One year later D.G. Thomson
made a research about the companies that achieved one billion USD in revenues
[Thomson, 2006]. In 2008, M.S. Olson and D. van Bever took an opposite approach
to the firm’s success and researched what factors influenced the stall of high per‑
forming companies [Olson, Bever, 2008]. In the same year, P. Viguerie, S. Smit and
M. Baghai presented their findings of companies whose revenue growth outperform
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GDP growth [Viguerie, Smit, Baghai, 2008] and their total return to shareholders
outperformed Standad & Poor’s 500 index and J.C. Larreche published his findings
about companies that sustained revenues [Larreche, 2008], profits and shareholder
growth over the long‑term.

2. Defining performance
There is no single and common definition of performance. Many authors have
taken different approaches to measuring it. Table 1 shows the examples of various
methodologies of selecting highly performing companies chosen by researchers. The
most popular approaches involve studying companies characterized by the extraor‑
dinary growth of certain financial results, such as the market value of the company,
total shareholder return, revenues or profits. These results were usually compared
to the average performance of the market, industry, main competitors or even more
distant values, such as GDP growth. The undisputed advantage of this approach is
the fact that all of this data are quantitative, so they can be measured objectively and
they are broadly available to the researchers in the financial statements of the com‑
panies. Many authors have also chosen qualitative data to pick firms to study. This
involved such criteria as the reputation of the company, its innovativeness, agility
or quality of workforce. This approach let the researchers study the features of the
companies characterized by high performance in the area of their interest, although
it was biased by their subjective opinion in the measurement. Some authors have
chosen the best performing companies based on the survey, which was conducted
among chief executive officers, board members, managers of the largest companies
or opinions of experts and opinion leaders.
Table 1. Criteria of performance measurement
Book

Criteria

In search of excellence: lessons
Companies considered to be innovative and excellent that have high financial
from America’s best‑run companies. performance: (1) asset growth (2) equity growth (3) the average ratio of market
value to book value (4) average return on total capital (5) average return on
equity (6) average return on sales in years 1961–1980.
Built to last: successful habits of
visionary companies.

Companies picked by CEO’s of Fortune 500 industrial companies, Fortune 500
service companies, In. 500 private companies and Inc. 100 public companies.

The Alchemy of growth: practical
insights for building the enduring
enterprise.

Companies must demonstrate a considerable period of sustained revenue
growth at a level above the average for their industry, and also exhibit sustained
growth in earnings and returns to shareholders.
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Book
Peak performance: aligning
the hearts and minds of your
employees.

Criteria
Companies that are (1) performance and reputation leaders in their fields and
(2) base their competitive advantage on peak‑performing workforce.

Good to Great: why some
Companies that their average cumulative stock returns were 6.9 times higher
companies make the leap and others than those of the general market in the fifteen years following their transition
do not
points.
Creative destruction: why
companies that are built to last.
Underperform the market – and how
to successfully transform them.

No strict criteria. The companies that survived in turbulent times.

What really works: the 4+2 formula
for sustained business success.

Companies that their total return to shareholders was higher than the industry
average in two consequent five‑year periods.

Big winners and big losers: the
4 secrets of long‑term business
success and failure.

Big winners: companies that their ten‑, three‑, and one‑year average annual
market return exceeded the average of the industry and its five‑year average
annual return had to be more than double the industry’s average. Big losers:
companies that their ten‑, three‑, and one‑year average annual market returns
were below their industry’s average and their five‑year average annual return
was less than half the industry average.

Blueprint to a billion: 7 essentials to
achieve exponential growth.

Companies that reached 1 billion USD in revenue.

Stall points: most companies stop
growing – yours does not have to.

Companies that stopped growing. Measured by stall delta – difference between
ten‑year growth before and after each year.

The granularity of growth: how
to identify the sources of growth
and drive enduring company
performance.

Companies that (1) achieved revenue growth higher than GDP growth and (2)
achieved total return to shareholder growth higher than S&P 500 market index
growth.

The momentum effect: how to ignite
exceptional growth.

Companies that sustained growth of revenues, profits and shareholder value
over a period of at least ten years.

Profit from the core: a return to
growth in turbulent times.

Companies must (1) achieve 5.5 % real (inflation‑adjusted) growth in revenues
and earnings and (2) earn one’s cost of capital over an average of ten years.

Great by choice: uncertainty, chaos,
and luck – why some thrive despite
them all

Companies that (1) sustained truly spectacular results for an era of 15+ years
relative to the general stock market and its industry (2) achieved these results
in a particularly turbulent environment (3) began its rise to greatness from
a position of vulnerability, being young and/or small.

Source: own compilation.
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3. The model
Although many authors have taken different approaches to defining perform‑
ance, most of them have come to the similar conclusions. Among the most common
factors that had the greatest impact on a firm’s performance are a company’s core
values, agility and people.
Core values involve the set of beliefs that define the company. They are usually
based on the beliefs of the founders of the firm. This is the value proposition that is
well known to customers and the reason why they buy company products or services.
The best‑run companies adhere to these values and base their core activities, products
and services on them. They ensure the continuity of the firm.
Agility is the ability to change and adapt, when the environment changes. There
were many great companies based on business models that allowed them to out‑
perform the market in the short‑run. Sooner or later the turbulent environment
makes most of them unprofitable. The companies that have been outperforming on
the market in the long‑run are the companies that were able to adopt to a changing
environment. Agility is not about giving up on a firm’s core values, but about adjust‑
ing them to new conditions.
The best performing companies have always had a strong team of people who
have worked toward the same goals. They all believed in the same core values, and
their job was their passion. It created a culture that allowed for the high performance
of the company. This involved also leaders who were very important assets of the
company and were able to put performance and continuity of the company above
their careers.
These three factors are mentioned in almost every finding of the researchers
studying the best performing companies. They are usually named differently, as will
be presented later in this article, but they are rarely overlooked. The best perform‑
ing companies are the companies that have created values that are appreciated by
the customers, they adhere to these values, they base their culture on these values,
they have people that believe in them and can contribute to them and are able to
preserve these values over time by being agile and adapting to a turbulent and chang‑
ing environment.
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Figure 1. Corporate performance factors

Source: own compilation.

They are not the only factors that were discovered by researchers. There are many
other characteristics which have been discovered by the scientists studying the best
performing companies, among them are extraordinary M&A skills, strategy, entre‑
preneurship, possession of unique assets, customer orientation, logistics and many
more, but none of these factors has consequently been presented in the majority of
findings presented by the researchers.

4. Core values
A study conducted on so‑called visionary companies, shows that the successful
companies possess some core ideology which is much more important than profits.
It is usually set in the mission statement or credo of these companies. It consists of
core values, i.e. what the company believes in, and the purpose, which is the funda‑
mental reason why the company exists. There is no perfect core ideology. It differs
among successful companies, but it has to be primary to all activities undertaken by
the firm and it should be consistent.
Core ideology is something that identifies the organization. It is something that
actually lasts the longest, more than products or people. It is also a very important
fact that the core ideology in the visionary companies was never set or made up.
It was discovered, being something that people who established that company really
believed in [Collins, Porras, 2002, pp. 46–79, 219–240].
Another research on better performing companies indicates that they had a well
‑defined set of guiding beliefs. These core ideologies were different among the
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companies. They were very individual values shared by these organizations, so they
were impossible to be copied, because they would not work in other firms. The
authors of this study also discovered a very interesting fact that almost all of these
guiding beliefs were set in qualitative form. The companies that used quantitative
goals, not only less often achieved it, which would be natural, because quantitative
goals are usually stricter, but these companies also performed the worse in general
[Peters, Waterman, 2004, pp. 279–291].
It was proved that both consistency and sense of mission or long‑term vision
are cultural traits that are positively correlated to a company’s effectiveness. The
consistency or degree of normative integration is an internal feature of stability and
direction of the firm. It involves the set of core beliefs and values that everyone in
the organization follows. The external feature of this, of the same aspect, is the mis‑
sion or long‑term vision, which provides meaning and direction to the employees
[Denison, Mishra, 1995, pp. 204–223].
The studies have evidenced that organizational core values contribute to organiza‑
tional performance, which is measured by market share and profitability.	Corevalues
also have an indirect impact on performance. They influence the ethics and social
responsibility of the employees, who contribute to the company’s performance [Jin,
Drozdenko, 2010, pp. 341–359].
It has also been discovered that there is a positive correlation between corporate
values disclosed in the corporate code of ethics and firm performance. The authors of
this study have also reached the conclusion that there are two ways in which corporate
values influence shareholder value. The first one is the direct response of the market
on the existence of core values, and the second one involves corporate behaviour and
management responsibility [Donker, Poff, Zahir, 2008, pp. 527–537].
A study on corporate performance factors leads to the introduction of the hedge‑
hog concept. It involves a metaphor of “hedgehog” that used his simple and single
strategy that has always worked to defend against the “fox” that each time tries dif‑
ferent strategies being poor in all of them. The best performing companies use the
hedgehog concept, which means they stick to their core competence and do what
they are good at. Poor performing companies are inconsistent, diffused and scattered,
so they never gain a clarifying advantage. Companies need to find what their core
advantage is by defining what they are deeply passionate about, what they can excel
at and what drives their economic engines [Collins, 2001, pp. 90–119].
The best performing companies stick to their knitting, even though they occasion‑
ally branch out, acquire others or diversify internally. The second best performing
companies are the ones that do branch out, but only into related fields. The corpo‑
rations that diversify among a wide variety of fields are the ones that perform the
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worse. Excellent companies never acquire a business that they do not know how to
run. They also do not take any unnecessary risk while starting a new venture, instead
they first of all try to see if it works and step‑by‑step they invest more [Peters, Water‑
man, 2004, pp. 292–305].
A well‑defined core is necessary for sustainable and profitable growth. The studies
show that there are three actions management should take to obtain profits from the
core. First the company should focus on building market power and influence in the
core business or in its segment. Then it should expand into adjacencies around the
core and lastly it should respond to industry turbulence with the appropriate shifting
or redefining of its core.
The data strongly supports the idea of focusing on the core. 78 percent of com‑
panies examined that have shown at least a 5.5 percent annual growth and sustained
value creation over the period of 10 years possessed only one core business leading
internally. Private equity companies have discovered this and have proved it empiri‑
cally by investing in the business that was not a core for a conglomerate and expand‑
ing it rapidly when it became a core for itself. The companies that have spanned‑off
obtained better results due to the ability of focusing on the core, rather than being
far from the core of the mother company. The more diversified the enterprises are
the lower is their valuation compared to that if companies only focus on their core
businesses. The rate of success of the acquisitions in the area of the core activity, that
are focused on scaling the business, is twice as high as the one in the area outside of
the core activity that focuses on expanding the scope.
Base on the data above the companies are recommended to define what their
business is and at the same time define what their core business is not, which leads
to the setting of its boundaries. Then it is necessary to identify the sources of its
differentiation, which may be based on customer, channel, product, capability or
capital. When the core is defined the enterprise should operate near to the full core
potential [Zook, Allen, 2001b, pp. 23–62].
It has been discovered that the best performing companies, so‑called winners,
build their strategy around a clear value proposition offered to a customer. Win‑
ners have focused on growing their core business. The studies of the authors show
that the better performing companies have been growing their core businesses with
a 15 % annual growth rate compared to 6 % of the so‑called losers, and their related
businesses with a 28 % annual growth rate, compared to 4 % of the worst perform‑
ing companies. It has been discovered that the difference of annual growth rates
of unrelated businesses of both groups was much smaller (14 % for the winners to
11% for the losers). It is also worth noticing that the growth rate of unrelated busi‑
nesses for the winners was the lowest one, which is contrary to the losers that focus
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most on developing businesses far from their core. This proves that companies that
want to grow faster have to focus on their core. The strategy should be clear for all
the customers. They cannot be confused about what the company stands for. The
companies should be discouraged from mixing many unrelated core values under
one roof, as well as many different target customer groups [Joyce, Nohria, Roberson,
2004, pp. 69–105].
A research on revenue and profit growth indicates that there are three major
growth components: portfolio momentum, mergers and acquisitions and share gain.
It has been discovered that 46 % of company growth comes from portfolio momen‑
tum, which they define as the organic growth that the company achieves through
the market growth of the segments represented in its portfolio. 21% is represented
by increased market share, and only 33 % is explained with mergers and acquisitions.
That means that almost half of the company’s growth is based on just performing its
core activity. If we add competing with other companies for the customers, we can
observe that two thirds of the growth comprises of organic growth within and around
the core activities [Viguerie, Smit, Baghai, 2008, pp. 31–46].
Another study proves that the relationship between the international diversifica‑
tion in service firms and their performance, which is defined as a return on sales,
is U‑shaped. This means that the companies first experience the diseconomies of
scale, because they are entering new markets outside their core market. When they
expand they learn how to do it and the expansion of their services actually becomes
part of their core activities. From that point they start to experience the economies
of scale [Capar, Kotabe, 2003, pp. 345–355].
Research shows that the companies that outperformed the market have a focused
strategy. They stick to their mission and focus on core strengths by spinning off their
noncore businesses, giving up on high‑risk activities, gaining flexibility through sales
instead of risky development, exploiting their brands with sequels of their successes
and developing new channels. They focus on high‑grow products on high‑growth
markets and extend their global reach [Marcus, 2006, pp. 139–150].
In order to think of growth, the management should first resolve any major prob‑
lems in the core business. Growth requires the management’s full attention, so in order
to focus on it, managers cannot be overwhelmed with work on its primary business,
which is the most important [Baghai, Coley, White, 2000, pp. 35–50].
A study about the companies whose growth stalled revealed that premature core
abandonment is the third most common reason of stalls of the companies, being
responsible for 10 percent of them. The reasons why companies abandon their core
prematurely involve: seeking higher margins in other industries, misinterpretation of
current market saturation, unwillingness to solve the problems in the core business,
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better international perspectives than domestic ones and prioritizing earnings growth
over core reinvestment [Olson, Bever, 2008, pp. 81–92].
The value proposition that lies at the core of every company is one of the three
crucial elements of company success. Every blueprint company, which is a success‑
ful company that reached one billion dollars in revenues, had a compelling value
proposition that made the whole corporation by bringing benefits to its customers
[Thomson, 2006, pp. 25–50].
A research about core competencies, which are defined as the capabilities that
differentiate a company strategically, has shown that there are four dimensions of
them, which involve values and norms, skills and knowledge base, technical systems
and managerial systems [Leonard‑Barton, 1992, pp. 111–125].
Studies show that there are two levels of core competencies in the company:
organizational and individual. Organizational competencies are the foundation for
business core areas. They are the firm’s capacities and strengths. The company per‑
formance is based on them, because they allow the firm to function more effectively.
Companies perform not only as an effect of organizational competencies, but each
employee possesses his or her individual level competencies, which together define
the company [Lahti, 1999, pp. 59–75].
A study on companies that increased their growth from average to above average
indicates that companies that perform better do it because they develop sustainably
step by step. This is illustrated by the concept of the flywheel. The companies develop
slowly, but in a single, well‑planned direction. Every activity drives the wheel faster
and faster. At some point, in the consequence of this process, the company gets so
big that it seems from the outside that it was done by this last single activity, while
actually it was a whole, long process. The worst performing companies very often
change their strategies trying to make this big change. The problem is that they if
they try to push the wheel in different directions they get stuck in the so called “doom
loop” [Collins, 2001, pp. 164–187].
Founders of the greatest companies did not try to tell the time, which is the meta‑
phor of just producing some goods or services, but they were rather clock builders,
which in other words means that they created whole ways of thinking, philosophies
and organizations that are producing these goods and services up to the present. What
is important here is the fact that these companies did not have famous leaders, since
the leader was never as important as the organization. The other significant fact was
that these ideas that later became the foundation of the core values of the company
was also not the best idea of its time. The founders were thinking in the long‑term
perspective. They had a vision they believed in and they built the organizations that
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could execute and preserve this vision. It does not and did not matter by whom and
by which tools.
The visionary companies often used BHAGs, which is the acronym for “big hairy
audacious goals” to follow their core values. These goals were not possible to be
achieved by other companies, since this seemed to be too little to achieve compared
to the expected value of profits they could achieve. The visionary companies were
making the effort, because profit was not the most important in these goals, but rather
the fact that they were able to preserve the core by doing exactly what they existed
for [Collins, Porras, 2002, pp. 22–42, 91–114].

5. Agility
J. Collins and J.I Porras suggest that the managers cannot allow oppression by
the “Tyranny of OR”. Companies think too much in the categories of trade‑off, for
instance they adhere to the core or become innovative. The best performing compa‑
nies do both and they do not try to balance by pursuing half of each strategy, but they
do both fully, in this example, preserve the core and innovate. They both focus on the
long‑term goals without forgetting about its daily operations. They put their ideologi‑
cal purpose beyond the profit, but they still focus on making excellent profits.
The most significant element of that theory is the fact that the company must
preserve the core and stimulate the progress at the same time. As lots of research
has proved that companies which adhere to the core perform better than those that
diversify too much from their core, it is essential to remember that in the turbulent
environment everything around changes, so companies cannot stick to what used
to work forever. The companies should not confuse their core ideologies with their
core activities. The latter ones are based on the former ones. They should adapt and
innovate all the time, changing their core activities by exercising their core ideology
with the current tools.
They must have the drive for progress. The best performing companies were active
and innovative all the time. They attempted many things and kept what worked.
Their best moves were often not well planned and structured ahead, but they were
rather experiments. This is the kind of entrepreneurial spirit of these companies that
made them try many new things, by rewarding their employees for being innova‑
tive, or making them spend some percentage of their time on innovation, and when
something worked, they kept it.
Visionary companies never stop innovating. They always think of how they can
be better tomorrow than today. They try to create an atmosphere of discomfort,
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to remain in constant movement. If the company feels comfortable it does need
change [Collins, Porras, 2002, pp. 43–35, 80–90, 140–168, 185–200].
The concept of comfort blocking the innovation was also proved in another
study, where it was stated that good is the worst enemy of the great. The reason, why
companies are not great is often because they are not good enough [Collins, 2001,
pp. 1–16].
Another study proves that the best performing companies are more agile than
others. These companies respond quickly to threats and opportunities, such as
overcapacity and changes in market demand, the threat of large companies, power‑
ful industry players and industry consolidation or innovation. They retain greater
flexibility by not becoming too large, or spending too much on R&D. They base their
strategy and development on the constant listening to their customers and their needs
and collaboration with them. These companies expand to niche markets where they
could obtain a competitive advantage. Some of these companies have reached their
high performance through active acquisitions, which includes purchasing competi‑
tors, companies with talented employees, expanding geographically or consolidating.
They are also sufficiently diversified, which lets them balance declines with growths,
but not to such an extent that they lose their focus on their core values [Marcus,
2006, pp. 79–112].
It has been proved that adaptability is a cultural trait that is positively correlated
with a company’s effectiveness. Adaptability is defined as the capacity for internal
change in response to external conditions. One of the crucial features of companies
that are characterized with high adaptability is flexibility [Denison, Mishra, 1995,
pp. 204–223].
The business environment becomes more and more turbulent and unpredict‑
able. The percentage of industries that are considered turbulent has increased from
15 to 25 percent in the 1970’s to 65 to 75 percent nowadays. The major causes of
this situation are changes in regulation, the emergence of disruptive technology, the
appearance of a fundamentally new business model, which is superior to the present
one, the radical change in customer behaviour patterns and the effect of developing
economies. More and more companies are using new business models to achieve suc‑
cess contrary to focusing on core performance and adjacent expansion. The authors
claim that any core business in the longer perspective will experience a decline of
its earnings capacity and competitive position, so it must be changed from time to
time in order to prevent this [Zook, Allen, 2001b, pp. 109–142].
Jim Collins and Morten T. Hansen claim that firms that achieve the best results
are fully aware of the uncertainty of the environment and the fact that they cannot
control it, so they try to predict as much as they can and they prepare themselves to
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be ready for various possible events. They survive in a turbulent environment through
fanatic discipline, productive paranoia, empirical creativity and level 5 ambition
[Collins, Hansen, 2011, pp. 13–39].
The best performing companies do more things faster than other firms. They claim
that companies, in order to perform better, need to increase the number of activi‑
ties they do, rather than the quality of them. It will raise the probability of success.
Experimenting is also the cheapest and most effective way of learning. They advise
that companies should build smaller teams, which work faster and more effectively.
They call it “chunking”. The less bureaucratic the organization the more innovative
and better performing it is [Peters, Waterman, 2004, pp. 119–155].
Another study about the best performing companies shows that winners are
much more innovative than losers. It was discovered that half of the winners initiate
the innovation, other 25 % are fast following, and 20 % are at least average adopters.
Losers, on the contrary, initiate innovation only in 4 % of cases, 36 % of them totally
miss it, and 27 % adopt it slowly. Companies do not have to develop new technolo‑
gies that are visible outside of the company. Many great innovations were made to
increase the performance inside the organization. A very interesting fact is that the
winners often cannibalize their existing products while innovating. The companies
cannot wait until they harvest the last dollar from the existing product, while they
possess better technologies. If they do not introduce it first, somebody else will.
Winners try to consistently meet the expectations of their customers by delivering
them the proper products and services. These companies try to respond to customer
needs through their front lines, which have the best contact with their clients. The
vast majority of winners permanently improves their productivity, in order to be
more and more effective. Companies have to eliminate all forms of excess and waste
[Joyce, Nohria, Roberson, 2004, pp. 219–234, 106–131].
Jim Collins claims that companies have to use the new technology to develop, but
they have to use it smartly. Renowned companies know which technology to develop.
They try to carefully select the innovations they need and which will be mostly related
to their core competence. New technology is not a new diversified business, but the
accelerator for their current path of development. Renowned companies innovate to
realize their potential. They are not driven by the will of not being left behind. They
are proactive instead of reactive [Collins, 2001, pp. 144–163].
No company can sustain their competitive advantage forever. A good business
model may work for even a couple of decades, but the new entrants will outperform it
sooner or later. The turnover rate in the Standard and Poor’s index in the 20’s and 30’s
averaged 1.5 % per year, which means that the company that got to the index, would
remain there on average for 65 years. In 1998 the turnover rate in the Standard and
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Poor’s 500 index increased to 10 %, which means that the average company would
drop out from the index in about 10 years. This is the reason that companies have
to be agile, because the business environment becomes more and more turbulent
[Foster, Kaplan, 2001, pp. 7–24].
The companies should expand mostly into logical and reinforcing adjacencies
around the core. The critical actions for developing profitability and sustainable
growth are the identification of the adjacent business opportunities and recognition
of the most common patterns, assessment and choice of the right adjacencies and
avoidance of common pitfalls. The expansion should be made step‑by‑step sticking
as close to the core as possible. The most popular adjacencies include expansion into
new products or customer segments, adding products or services to current custom‑
ers, expansion of capability, network and creation of a new product or service that is
related to the core business of the company [Zook, Allen, 2001b, pp. 63–108].
In order to sustain growth a company must maintain a continuous pipeline of
business‑building initiatives. This pipeline consists of three horizons. The first one
is to extend and defend the core business. The second involves building emerging
businesses and the role of the third horizon is to create viable options. The company
has to focus both on its core activities and the creation of new sources of income,
because some day the core business will not be profitable any more. This is why the
company has to be in constant movement. The company should take into consid‑
eration that there are seven degrees of freedom for growth. The company should
primarily look for growth opportunities in the existing products and the existing
customers. Secondly, it should look for new customers for the existing products. The
next move is to develop new products and services, later, new delivery approaches,
then new geographies, new industry structure and new competitive arenas. The
managers should be warned about pursuing opportunities that are too far from the
core, too rapidly [Baghai, Coley, White, 2000, pp. 3–18].
The most common factor, why companies stall, is its premium position captivity.
The companies feel so safe and comfortable that they do not feel any need for change
and become stagnant. The most common ways of how the turbulent environment
can slow or even decrease their revenue growth involve a disruptive competitor price
or value shift, when they overestimate their brand protection, when the margin that
used to be high drops, when they do not innovate dynamically, or when they wrongly
forecast the customer needs.
The second most common factor for the slowdown of revenue growth is the
innovation management breakdown. This means that the companies should not
only innovate, but they have to do it wisely. The biggest mistakes of the firms involve
not enough R&D funding, a too decentralized R&D, slow product development,
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inability to set newly developed technology as a standard, conflict of the new tech‑
nology with the core company technology and over‑innovation [Olson, Bever, 2008,
pp. 53–80].
A study on Nokia has indicated the importance of strategic agility. Companies
gain a competitive advantage through a strong strategic focus, but if they are not
flexible enough they may end up stagnating. Strategic agility consists of three dimen‑
sions: strategic sensitivity, leadership unity and resource fluidity. Companies lose their
agility in the natural process of focusing and mastering their core values, but it can
be regained through work on its cognitive, organizational, relational and emotional
aspects [Doz, Kosonen, 2008, pp. 95–118].

6. People
Many of the best performing corporations have introduced the concept of “first
who... then what?”. The renowned companies think primarily about hiring the right
employees and building a good team. After that they start to think about the strat‑
egy. This concept is contrary to what most companies do. They usually have a strong
leader who has some vision, sets some kind of strategy and hires people to execute it.
Renowned companies first hire excellent people and then think of the strategy. They
also reduce employment less likely during a crisis [Collins, 2001, pp. 41–64].
Companies should achieve their productivity through people. The best perform‑
ing firms treat their employees with dignity and respect as adults and partners. The
workers are the assets of the company being the primary source of productivity gains,
contrary to, what the worse performing companies think, the liabilities they have to
spend capital on. Excellent companies let people stand out, make them winners and
respect them as individuals [Peters, Waterman, 2004, pp. 235–278].
The best performing companies treat employees as important assets. These com‑
panies listen to their staff and learn what they can do to motivate them to work better.
They try to create a working atmosphere where employees can meet their needs on
functional, emotional and intangible levels. These firms employ their people value
they can contribute to the company and the correlation of it with the company’s
core values. This is a win‑win agreement between the employer and the employee.
The first one has a valuable worker and the latter one has a valuable job. The best
companies try to keep their employees satisfied with their jobs. That not only makes
them more motivated and better performing, but it increases the retention of them.
This is a very important factor, since it is not easy to find talented employees and it
is time and money consuming to train them to perform their job. If the employees
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are satisfied with their jobs they will engage in it, treating is as their hobby, which
will contribute to the company’s performance [Larreche, 2008, pp. 219–238].
Visionary companies have created cult‑like cultures. They hire only the people
who believe in the core ideology of the organization. They indoctrinate their employ‑
ees by way of training programmes, company awards, internal ranks, or specific lan‑
guage. They create an atmosphere of elitism [Collins, Porras, 2002, pp. 115–139].
Most of the companies that outperformed the market have introduced the culture
of discipline. Successful companies have maintained high discipline among their
employees. Everyone knows what to do and what is he or she is responsible for. Set‑
ting these rules they have let their employees also enjoy a huge amount of freedom.
If they are aware of what they are expected to do, they can choose the best way to
execute it. It allows them to be more entrepreneurial in performing their goals [Col‑
lins, 2001, pp. 120–143].
Another research led to the very same idea, calling this concept the “simultaneous
loose‑tight properties”. The autonomy is the product of discipline, which provides
the framework for the activity of the employees. If they know exactly what they are
expected to do, they are more willing to experiment with the way to achieve it [Peters,
Waterman, 2004, pp. 318–326].
The best performing companies have created a special culture, which helps them
to get their employees involved, which involves careful selection of their skilled and
energetic employees, significant investment in their development, which increases
their loyalty, gives recognition to high performance, and allows their employees to
make a difference [Marcus, 2006, pp. 113–138].
Winning companies inspire all their employees to do their best. They empower
them to influence the whole organization. Workers are not expected to be exact
and only do what they are told to do, but to think and explore how to perform their
job better. The best performing companies reward high achievement with multiple
awards and public distinctions. The most effective salary system is to pay employees
for their performance, which encourages them to work harder. It is also necessary to
constantly keep raising the bar, so that the company can develop. Winners not only
create a challenging work environment, but they also try to make it satisfying and
fun. In such an environment the employees feel better, so they perform better and
do not quit. These companies also create clear company values they abide by.
Studies have shown that winning companies have a lower turnover of employ‑
ees than others. They also hire external CEOs twice as less often. They create lots of
training programmes, including ones that are not strictly required to perform the
job. Winners design jobs in such a way that they challenge their employees, so they
are kept motivated all time. The best companies not only acquire the best talents
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through their human resources departments, but they usually involve top managers,
including a CEO to convince the best performers to join the company.
Winners also eliminate the bureaucracy. They make their organizational struc‑
ture flat and simple. They give high value to their front workers. They do not pro‑
mote them and give them typical office functions, but they keep them when they
pay them more. The structure is flatter and people are not given their authority by
their position, but by their skills and charisma. Cooperation and a wide exchange
of information across the whole company is an important part of the structure. The
managers are very often put among the workers to understand them better [Joyce,
Nohria, Roberson, 2004, pp. 132–199].
A research on companies that were leading their industries in performance and
reputation, that gained its competitive advantage through their highly performing
workforce, has revealed that there are five different paths companies take to make
their employees a crucial factor of the company’s growth, which involve mission value
and pride, process and metrics, entrepreneurial spirit, individual achievement and
recognition and celebration. All of them, although they vary a lot, have one thing
in common. They remain a proper balance between the company’s performance
requirements and individual fulfillment needs. Mission, values and pride path is
based on the core values of the company. The employees believe in them as in the
mission of the company and they are proud to do what they are doing. The process
and metrics path is about measuring all the aspects of performance and aiming for
better results. The entrepreneurial spirit means giving the employees either a feeling
of or real ownership of the business they are working for as a compensation for the
risks they take. The individual achievement path allows, but also requires from their
employees high performance and constant development. Companies that choose the
recognition and celebration way try to make their employees feel that they belong
to a larger group, award them in many aspects of their performance and organize
many integration events [Katzenbach, 2000].
When developing new business in the organization, one must act as an entre‑
preneur constantly testing and fixing the business model and then scaling it, when it
works. This kind of activity can be made only by people with entrepreneurial minds,
which differ from the ones who are working for the large organizations. Leadership
here is so crucial, in so much that it should drive the structure of this new business
in such a way that it should be separated from the organization, or cocooned, as it is
called. For horizon one we need people with deep functional or industry expertise,
with strong drive to hit targets and meet plans consistently and to be disciplined. For
horizon two we should look for talents with entrepreneurial desire to create, ones who
feel comfortable with ambiguity and change and are top‑line‑focused sharp decision
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makers. For horizon three we need champions and unconventional thinkers [Baghai,
Coley, White, 2000, pp. 123–140].
Studies on stall factors of corporations show that the talent bench shortfall is
among four of the most common factors of stall of the companies. This involves:
the internal skill gap, caused by focusing solely on internal talents, a narrow expe‑
rience base, loss of key talent and a key person dependence [Olson, Bever, 2008,
pp. 105–115].
A research on staff turnover proved that the direct management turnover was
negatively correlated with the performance of the unit. It was also found that work unit
turnover had no negative impact on the performance. Overall management turnover
also did not influence the performance, which was the consequence of shared values
that moderated this effect [Watrous, Huffman, Pritchard, 2006, pp. 103–126].

7. Leadership
Studies on corporate growth lead to the introduction of the concept of “Level 5
Leadership”. The authors divided executives into five categories with level 5 being
the highest. A Level 5 leader combines both professional will and personal humil‑
ity. He is both a great executive, who can develop his organization, solve problems,
achieve long‑term results, and at the same time will not focus on his personal ambi‑
tions, but on the one’s of his company. He will assure that his successors will follow
his path and succeed as well, which differentiates him from other executives, who do
not think in the longer perspective rather than their time in the company [Collins,
2001, pp. 17–40].
Other researchers also assessed leaders on a five star scale. A one star is granted
to a leader who understands the importance of the customer in his or her business.
Two‑star‑managers are the ones that take some action in order to serve their cus‑
tomers better. Three stars are given to leaders that put customers in the centre of
their business. Leaders with four stars care not only about their customers, but they
are aware of the necessity of supporting their employees as well. Five‑star‑leaders
are capable of taking care of all the groups of stakeholders, including shareholders,
partners, government, suppliers, trade unions, media, regulators, opinion leaders,
distributors, communities or financial analysts [Larreche, 2008, pp. 239–260].
Studies prove that the most effective executives come from within the company.
They have researched that visionary companies have hired external CEOs in only 3.5%
of cases, which is six times less often than in the comparison companies. Internals are
better executives, because they learn how the specific organization CEOs they just
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continue what their predecessor did, instead of changing everything. This is the best
way to preserve the core. What is more, when a company hires a CEO from outside
the company, there is a period of leadership gap between the time, when the previous
manager fails and gets dismissed to the hiring of a new one. If the company chooses
to promote an insider for a CEO position, it assures the continuity of leadership
[Collins, Porras, 2002, pp. 169–184].
The research shows that the impact of top management turnover on the perform‑
ance of the company depends on the past performance of the firm. If the company
was performing well, the changes in the top management deteriorate the results.
However, if the performance is weak, the change most often leads to an increase in
performance [Boyne, John, James, Petrovsky, 2011, pp. 572–581].
15 % of the total variance in a company’s profitability is the result of the activity
of the CEO. This means that the leader is an important asset of the company. Lead‑
ers in the winning companies often keep the contact with employees at all levels of
the company and they encourage other managers to do so. They are characterized
with long perspective thinking and they inspire managers to focus not only on cur‑
rent operations, but also on the future. The directors in the winning companies are
remunerated more often based on their performance, which consists of almost half
of their salaries, compared to less than a third in losing companies. They also possess
high capital invested in the stocks of the company they work for. This makes them
care more about the company, since it directly affects their salaries and personal
wealth [Joyce, Nohria, Roberson, 2004, pp. 200–219].
The most successful companies are not run based on the personality of a single
leader and its cult. They are more like an ecosystem consisting of complementary
team members. The role of the managers is to bring stability to the organization.
They have to stand for the consistent core values of the company. Companies with
the highest growth rates possess strong leaders in many fields, but especially in two
of them, which are sales and operations. David G. Thomson introduced the theory of
the inside‑outside leadership. This theory states that the fastest growing companies
have dual leadership. One leader, usually a CEO, drives the sales and marketing of
the company and is focused mainly on innovations. The other leader, usually a COO,
drives the innovation in products, services or processes of the company [Thomson,
2006, pp. 155–182].
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8. Discussion
Table 2. Key findings about core values
Source

Key findings

In search of excellence: lessons from
America’s best‑run companies.

Better performing companies had a well‑defined set of guiding beliefs. The
performance is better if the goals are defined qualitatively. They stick to their
core competence, rarely branch out or branch out only to related fields.

Core capabilities and core rigidities:
A paradox in managing new product
development.

There are four dimensions of a company’s core capabilities: values and
norms, skills and knowledge base, technical systems and managerial
systems.

Built to last: successful habits of
visionary companies.

Successful companies possess some core ideology. They were founded not
to gain short‑term profits, but to fulfill the vision of the founders and outlast
them. They set long‑term ambitious goals.

Toward a Theory of Organizational
Culture and Effectiveness.

Consistency and sense of mission or long‑term vision are cultural traits that
are positively correlated to a company’s effectiveness.

The Alchemy of growth: practical
insights for building the enduring
enterprise.

In order to think of growth, the management should first resolve any major
problems in the core business.

Identifying and integrating individual
level and organizational level core
competencies.

There are two levels of core competencies in the company: organizational
and individual.

Good to Great: why some companies
make the leap and others do not.

The best performing companies use the hedgehog concept. They stick to
their core competence and do what they are good at.

What really works: the 4+2 formula for Winners have a clear and focused strategy. They base it on growing the core
sustained business success.
business and related business. Losers focus on growing unrelated business.
The relationship between international
diversification and performance in
service firms.

The relationship between international diversification in service firms
and their return on sales, is U‑shaped. First the companies experience
diseconomies of scale, later it becomes a part of their core competence.

Big winners and big losers: the
4 secrets of long‑term business
success and failure.

The companies that outperformed the market have a focused strategy.
They stick to their mission and focus on core strengths by spinning off
their noncore businesses, giving up on high‑risk activities, gaining flexibility
through sales instead of risky development, exploiting their brands with
sequels of their successes, they develop new channels.

Blueprint to a billion: 7 essentials to
achieve exponential growth.

Every company that reached one billion dollars in revenues had a compelling
value proposition that made the whole corporation by bringing benefits to its
customers.

Stall points: most companies stop
growing – yours does not have to.

Premature core abandonment is responsible for 10 percent of stalls of the
companies.

The granularity of growth: how to
identify the sources of growth and
drive enduring company performance.

46 % of company growth comes from the organic growth that a company
achieves through the market growth of the segments represented in its
portfolio.
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Source

Key findings

Corporate Values, Codes of Ethics, and
Firm Performance: An insight into the
Canadian Context.

There is a positive correlation between corporate values disclosed in the
corporate code of ethics and firm’s performance.

Relationships among Perceived
Organizational Core Values, Corporate
Social Responsibility, Ethics, and
Organizational Performance Outcomes:
An Empirical Study of Information
Technology Professionals.

Organizational core values contribute to organizational performance, which
is measured by market share and profitability.

Profit from the core: a return to growth
in turbulent times.

A well‑defined core is necessary for sustainable and profitable growth. The
best performing companies possessed only one core business leading
internally.

Source: own compilation.

Table 3. Key findings about agility
Source

Key findings

In search of excellence: lessons from
America’s best‑run companies.

The best performing companies increase the number of activities they do,
rather than the quality of them. They are more agile, create smaller teams
and reduce bureaucracy.

Built to last: successful habits of
visionary companies.

Visionary companies are able to do many things in the same time that other
companies consider in terms of trade of, such as preserving the core and
stimulating progress. They experiment and keep what works. They create the
atmosphere of discomfort, which lets them strive for constant innovation.
They are characterized with the ability to adapt to the environment.

Toward a Theory of Organizational
Culture and Effectiveness.

Adaptability is positively correlated with a company’s effectiveness.

The Alchemy of growth: practical
insights for building the enduring
enterprise.

Companies must maintain a continuous pipeline of business‑building
initiatives, which consist of three horizons. Besides extending and defending
the core business, the company also has to search for opportunities to build
emerging businesses and create viable options.

Good to Great: why some companies
make the leap and others do not.

The comfort of feeling good enough blocks companies from being great.
Great companies carefully select innovations to develop, which are mostly
related to their core competence. They are proactive.

Creative destruction: why companies
that are built to last underperform the
market – and how to successfully
transform them.

No company can sustain their competitive advantage forever. The business
environment becomes more and more turbulent, so the companies have to
be more agile.
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Source

Key findings

What really works: the 4+2 formula for Winning companies often initiate the innovation, or adopt it earlier. Losing
sustained business success.
companies most often miss the innovation or adopt it slowly. Winners
constantly adapt to their customers’ needs and eliminate all forms of excess
and waste.
Big winners and big losers: the
4 secrets of long‑term business
success and failure.

Best performing companies are more agile than others.

Stall points: most companies stop
growing – yours does not have to.

The most common factor, why companies stall is its premium position
captivity. The second most common factor for the slowdown of revenue
growth is the innovation management breakdown.

The Dynamics of Strategic Agility:
Nokia’s Rollercoaster Experience.

Companies lose their agility in the natural process of focusing and mastering
their core values. They have to regain strategic agility, which consists of:
strategic sensitivity, leadership unity and resource fluidity.

Profit from the core: a return to growth
in turbulent times.

The business environment becomes more and more turbulent and
unpredictable. Any core business in the longer perspective will experience
the decline of its earnings capacity and competitive position, so it must be
changed from time to time in order to prevent it.

Great by choice: uncertainty, chaos,
and luck – why some thrive despite all.

The best performing companies understand that they face continuous
uncertainty. They can neither predict nor control the most significant
aspects of their environment. They try not to let the outside forces control
their results. They achieve it through fanatic discipline, productive paranoia,
empirical creativity and level 5 ambition.

Source: own compilation.
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Table 4. Key findings about people
Source

Key findings

In search of excellence: lessons from
America’s best‑run companies.

The employees are the assets of the company being the primary source
of productivity gains. The best run companies introduce the concept of
simultaneous loose‑tight properties, which provides discipline in setting
goals and leaving autonomy for the execution methods.

Built to last: successful habits of
visionary companies.

Visionary companies create cult‑like cultures, hiring only the employees who
believe in their core values.

The Alchemy of growth: practical
insights for building the enduring
enterprise.

People and leadership should drive the structure of each department or
project, because each type of activity requires different type people.

Peak performance: aligning the hearts
and minds of your employees.

There are five different paths companies take to make their employees
a crucial factor of a company’s growth: mission value and pride, process
and metrics, entrepreneurial spirit, individual achievement and recognition
and celebration.

Good to Great: why some companies
make the leap and others do not.

Renowned companies first hire the right people and then think of the
strategy. They also reduce employment less likely during a crisis. Renowned
companies possess the culture of discipline, which involves a clear
definition of responsibilities and freedom in the way of execution.

What really works: the 4+2 formula for
sustained business success.

The best performing companies have built performance‑based cultures,
which encourages employees to achieve more. They have lower employee
turnover and they tend to train and promote people from within the company,
rather than hire from outside. They have a flatter organizational structures.

Big winners and big losers: the
4 secrets of long‑term business
success and failure.

The best performing companies have created a special culture, which helps
them to get their employees involved.

When coworkers and managers quit:
The effects of turnover and shared
values on performance.

The direct management turnover is negatively correlated with the
performance of the unit.

Stall points: most companies stop
growing – yours does not have to

The talent bench shortfall is among the most common factors of stall of the
companies.

The momentum effect: how to ignite
exceptional growth.

The best performing companies treat employees as important assets. They
constantly motivate them to perform better and create for them a good
working environment.

Source: own compilation.
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Table 5. Key findings about leadership
Source

Key findings

Built to last: successful habits of
visionary companies.

Most of the effective executives come from within the company.

Good to Great: why some companies
make the leap and others do not.

The best performing companies have level 5 leaders, who not only perform
extremely well, but also think about the long‑term goals and enable their
successors to continue their work.

What really works: the 4+2 formula for 15 % of the total variance in a company’s profitability is the result of the
sustained business success.
activity of the CEO. The companies should ensure that their leaders are
committed to their business.
Blueprint to a billion: 7 essentials to
achieve exponential growth.

Leaders are part of the company’s ecosystem. There are usually two types
of leaders in the companies: one that drives sales and marketing and one
that drives the innovation of products, services and processes.

The momentum effect: how to ignite
exceptional growth.

The best performing companies have 5 star leaders that are capable of
taking care of all the groups of stakeholders, including shareholders,
partners, government, suppliers, trade unions, media, regulators, opinion
leaders, distributors, communities or financial analysts.

Top Management Turnover and
Organizational Performance: A Test of
a Contingency Model.

Turnover of top management has a positive impact on a company’s
performance, whether the past performance was poor or had a negative
impact or if it was good.

Source: own compilation.

The corporate performance factors presented in this article and compiled in the
tables above are the most common ones that appeared in the companies that achieved
over average revenues, profits or valuation growth. Why do other companies not
learn the lesson from the best performing companies and follow the same rules?
There are several reasons.
Sticking to core values and competencies makes sense only if they are actually
demanded by the customers. Each start‑up company has to experiment with its value
proposition, until it becomes desired by a vast enough number of customers. This
process may take months, years, decades or sometimes even centuries. Sticking to
values that are not desired by the customers will not bring any profits. Not all of the
core values and competencies are transferable while adapting to the changing environ‑
ment. A producer of kerosene lamps may stick to its brand or unique design, but not
especially to producing the kerosene lamps itself, when people already use electrical
ones. Another significant problem is the fact that many managers are oriented on
short‑term profits instead of the long‑term commitment to core values.
Being agile is not only the matter of decision “to be or not to be”, but about com‑
petences. It requires a deep analysis of the industry and trend, and forecasting about
the future directions of changes. Some companies will correctly forecast and change,
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other will not. The development of new technologies is not free, so the managers have
to decide if they take a risk and invest or not. Some companies do not have enough in
their budgets for R&D. The companies that have already invested in some technology
or some facilities may be unable to diverse. There are many companies, especially in
the public sector, which are too large and have too much bureaucracy that they are
not able to adapt quickly enough to keep up with the changing environment. People
by nature have a negative attitude to changes, so many of them are not willing to
follow the trends in the turbulent environment.
The number of talented employees and leaders is limited, so not every company
may find the appropriate candidates. The best performing employees also require
higher salaries, this is why it is not profitable to hire them, when the company’s strat‑
egy is based on the cost of leadership, especially if the difference of productivity is
lower than the difference of salaries. Not every leader or employee is also interested
in constantly increasing its company performance, many people work only to make
a living, but also have other priorities in life.

9. Conclusions
The study of a firm’s performance publication shows that although there is no
clear definition of a company’s performance and each researcher measures it differ‑
ently, the vast majority of them reach the same conclusions about the factors that
have influenced that performance. The studies presented in this article show that the
best performing companies base their results on three factors, which are core values
that define these firms, people, including leaders, who believe in these core values
and work effectively with passion fitting in the culture of the organization, and agil‑
ity that lets the company and its core values survive in turbulent times by adapting
constantly to the changing environment.
It is also important to mention the limitations of this study. The vast majority of
research was conducted in the United States and was limited to domestic enterprises.
The remaining companies were mostly the ones that operate in the developed coun‑
tries of North America, Western Europe and Japan. This approach may be explained
by the fact that the biggest and best performing companies come from these countries,
but it would be of extreme use to study the companies in other parts of the world
and examine whether these findings apply to them as well.
The other important limitation and challenging idea for further study is the fact
that most of these companies were big, established corporations, mostly listed on
the stock exchange. The reason for that is the fact that there is a lot of data available
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publicly about these companies, which involve financial statements, stock exchange
reports, or scientific and business press articles. It would also be very helpful to
examine smaller and medium businesses, as well as start‑ups, which operate dif‑
ferently to the large, established companies. Their core values and culture are still
being formed, and they have been operating for too short a time to experience the
changing environment.
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A bstract
Corporate finance literature is rich in both theoretical discussion and empirical research
concerning financing and the capital structure determinants. However, despite many studies
conducted in this field, the impact of certain capital structure determinants is still unclear
and the empirical evidence remains inconclusive. This article provides insights into the
financing strategies in the European Union perspective from the point of view of two key
factors affecting capital structure. One of them is an external factor, namely the industry
where a company operates, whereas the other one is an internal factor, i.e. the firm size.
The theoretical part of the paper contains a literature review reflecting the impact of the
selected factors on capital structure. The empirical analysis covers corporate financing
strategies characterised by 7 financial ratios in 3 size groups of firms across 13 industries
in 9 EU countries during the period 2000–2010. The objects treated as countries, indus‑
tries and industries in countries are categorised into three strategic groups (aggressive,
neutral and conservative) according to the linear ranking method based on the aggregated
taxonomic measure.
Keywords: capital structure, determinants, industry effect, size effect

1 The project was funded by the National Centre of Science in Poland on the basis of the decision
number DEC-2013/09/B/HS4/01936.
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1. Introduction – the nature and role of financing
strategy
The starting point for exploring the concept of corporate “financing strategy”
is the broader term of strategy in general, as well as the financial strategy, which
should not be treated as a synonym of the financing strategy. Strategy is often defined
as an adopted corporate plan of activities leading to the accomplishment of long
‑term goals [Jaworski, 1999]. A general corporate strategy consists of a number of
functional strategies related to specific areas of business activity. One of them is
the financial strategy, which refers to the broadly defined corporate finances and
their formation.
Based on the classical definition of finance [Bień, 2000], corporate financial
strategy can be defined as a decision‑making model in the area of finance acquisi‑
tion and their investments in assets, in a way which enables the achievement of
financial targets. Consequently, the overall financial strategy can be further disag‑
gregated into a financing strategy and an investment strategy. The object of the first
one is to determine the structure of the financing sources of corporate activities,
whereas the other one aims to determine the use of the acquired finances in the
company.
The combination of the two strategies (i.e. the financing strategy and the invest‑
ment strategy) is a starting point for identifying two other strategies, namely the
long‑term capital management and the working capital management. The first one
includes the ways of acquiring and investing equity and long‑term debt, whilst
the other one deals with the current assets and their financing from short‑term
debt.
One of the short‑term managerial goals of a company is to find a balance
between the profitability and financial liquidity. It results from the decision‑making
in the two areas: the financial liquidity strategy, aiming to prevent the company
from losing the ability to pay liabilities, and the strategy of creating added value,
i.e. generating a surplus of revenues over costs. The role of the financing strategy
and its relationship with the overall financial strategy and its components is shown
in figure 1.
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Figure 1. Corporate financial strategy and its components
FINANCIAL STRATEGY

INVESTMENT STRATEGY
(ASSETS)

FINANCING STRATEGY
(LIABILITIES)

LONG-TERM CAPITAL
STRATEGY

WORKING CAPITAL
STRATEGY

LIQUIDITY STRATEGY

ADDED VALUE STRATEGY

Source: J. Jaworski [1999].

The financing strategy, also known as the liabilities strategy, involves planning,
organizing and monitoring the structure of corporate liabilities. These activities
may be performed according to either of the two general managerial directions:
a conservative or aggressive financing strategy. A conservative financing strategy
is expressed in minimizing the share of short‑term debt in the financial structure.
Theoretically, the short‑term debt is then below 50 % of the total capital. In practice,
this means minimizing short‑term credits or even replacing the long‑term loans
with equity. This considerably reduces the insolvency threat, but requires a higher
rate of return, which would compensate the costs of financing with more expensive
equity. An aggressive financing strategy involves maximizing the share of debt in the
liabilities, which exceeds the level of 50 %. This means that as a result of the increased
share of both short‑term and long‑term debt in the total capital, the risk of liquidity
loss is higher. In addition, the use of this strategy increases the marginal cost of debt
resulting from the need to compensate for the increased risk with an appropriate
rate of return. A financing strategy which is intermediate between the aggressive
and conservative strategy can be defined as a neutral strategy.
Unfortunately, neither the theories of capital structure, nor the business prac‑
tice indicate which of the financing strategies is optimal. However, there are certain
key features of each strategy, which may also serve as managerial guidance [Ross,
Westerfield, Jordan, 1999]. On the one hand, companies which follow aggressive
financing strategies may expect additional benefits from the impact of tax shields,
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provided that they are effective income tax payers. It is worth noticing here, that the
higher the tax rate, the greater the corporate propensity to borrow. On the one hand,
companies with a high proportion of debt in their financial structure, are character‑
ized by a high level of insolvency risk, which results in the rise of the costs of each
subsequent loan, as well as increasing the expected bankruptcy costs. On the other
hand, however, this makes companies less likely to borrow.
The main objective of this study is to analyse whether and how corporate financ‑
ing strategies change depending on the country‑specific factors and firm size in the
selected EU countries. The intended result of the analysis is thus to detect the main
regularities in the degree of aggressiveness in capital structure management specific
to each industry and size group of companies. In order to solve the research problem,
the analysis is carried out in two sections: across industries and across size groups.

2. Industry factors and firm size as determinants
of capital structure – literature review
Corporate finance literature is rich in both theoretical discussion and empiri‑
cal studies on the capital structure and long‑term investment decisions. Numerous
factors have been identified as potential or real determinants of corporate capital
structure. Some authors even claim that the determinants of capital structure seem
nearly uncountable [Rajan, Zingales, 1995, pp. 1421–1460]. The industry‑specific
factors, as well as the firm‑specific factors are one of those determinants, which
are commonly believed and repeatedly evidenced to significantly affect corporate
financing decisions.
The first factor considered in this paper is the business sector (industry). Most
of the literature examining the relationship between the industrial classification and
the leverage strongly supports the idea that companies located in different industries
also differ in terms of debt. For example, service companies have been reported to
have higher leverage than manufacturing firms [Harris, Raviv, 1991, pp. 297–355].
However, identifying the differences in capital structure across industries does not
yet explain them, as there is no clear relationship between the industrial classification
and the degree of specialisation of the final product. Despite extensive research on
financial structure made after a detailed review of the literature carried out by Myers
(1984) [Myers, 2001, pp. 81–102] and Harris and Raviv (1991) [Harris, Raviv, 1991,
pp. 297–355], a number of questions about the relationship between the sector of
activity and financial decisions of companies remain open [Phillips, MacKay, 2005,
pp. 1433–1466].
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There are several reasons to assume that the industrial sector in which a company
operates has a significant impact on its capital structure [Prasad, Green, Murinde,
2001]. One of the arguments is based on the idea that the more specialised the prod‑
uct, the lower liquidation value of the company, because it is more difficult to replace
the after‑sales service [Titman, 1984, pp. 137–151]. This in turn suggests the existence
of differences in leverage between the different industries, as companies producing
more specialised products tend to have such a level of leverage, which would allow
them to compensate for the lower liquidation value.
Another explanation of the similarities in the capital structure between enter‑
prises belonging to the same industry and the diversification of financial leverage
of firms operating in different economic sectors refers to the idea that managers of
companies belonging to the same industry try to maintain the capital structure at the
average industrial level [Schwartz, Aronson, 1967, pp. 10–18; Scott, 1972, pp. 45–50;
Taggart, 1977, pp. 1467–1484; Marsh, 1982, pp. 121–144; Bowen, Daley, Huber, 1982,
pp. 10–20; Bradley, Jarrell, Kim, 1984, pp. 857–878; Fischer, Heinkel, Zechner, 1989,
pp. 19–40; Billingsley, Smith, Lamy, 1994, pp. 495–516; Masulis, 1983, pp. 107–126].
According to the model by De Angelo and Masulis (1980) [DeAngelo, Masulis, 1980,
pp. 3–29], the optimal capital structure is determined by industrial factors partly
because tax rates vary across industries [Siegfried, 1984, pp. 245–259].
MacKay and Phillips (2002) [MacKay, Phillips, 2002] also contribute to the dis‑
cussion regarding the existence of an optimal capital structure for industry. Their
research shows that industrial factors explain the financial structure of enterprises,
the diversification of companies within the sector, as well as the interdependence of
material and financial decisions. Although the authors prove the absence of an optimal
financial structure of an industry, they claim that deviations from the average in this
area are related to the choice of technology and the risk level in the industry. Thus,
if a company’s financial structure differs from the industrial average, it also usually
means differences in terms of technology and risk.
Studies by MacKey and Phillips (2005) [Phillips, MacKay, 2005, pp. 1433–1466]
confirm that the leverage ratio is higher and less variable in industries with a higher
concentration and stronger mutual strategic relationships concerning debt issues.
Their results also indicate that the capital structure, as well as technology and the
risk level are determined jointly within an industry.
However, as opposed to most empirical evidence, there are also studies denying
the relevance of the relationship between the level of corporate debt and industry debt
[Hatfield, Cheng, Davidson, 1994, pp. 1–14]. Nevertheless, the impact of industrial
factors on capital structure is a widely accepted view.
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The other capital structure determinant which is the focus of this study is the
firm size, often considered as one of the most significant variables in terms of capital
structure [Kurshev, Strebulaev, 2008]. Many empirical studies confirm the strong
positive correlation between the size of the company and its debt, which intuitively
can be explained in many ways, although a theoretical justification is less obvious.
Most research on capital structure focuses on non‑financial public enter‑
prises which have access to the capital market [Myers, 2001, pp. 81–102; Lucey,
Mac an Bhaird, 2006; Norton, 1990, pp. 229–245; Ang, 1991, pp. 1–13; Ang, 1992,
pp. 185–203; Van der Wijst, Thurik, 1993, pp. 55–65]. Earlier studies of the SMEs’
financing highlighted the differences between companies of different sizes [Walker,
Petty, 1978, pp. 61–68], discussing whether it is justifiable to apply the theory con‑
structed on the basis of large public companies to small and medium enterprises
[Cosh, Hughes, 1994; Chittenden, Hall, Hutchinson, 1996, pp. 56–67; Hughes, 1997,
pp. 151–166; Berger, Udell, 1998, pp. 613–673].
The cross‑sectional analyses clearly show that large companies in the United
States tend to have higher debt ratios than small firms [Titman, Wessels, 1988,
pp. 1–19; Rajan, Zingales, 1995, pp. 1421–1460; Fama, French, 2002, pp. 1–33]. The
international results also show that in most countries, although not all, financial
leverage generally remains in a positive relation to the size of an entity [Rajan, Zin‑
gales, 1995, pp. 1421–1460; Booth, Aivazian, Demirguç‑Kunt, Maksimovic, 2001,
pp. 87–130].
One of the most frequently cited arguments justifying this relationship is the
presence of additional fixed costs associated with obtaining external financing,
which are smaller in the case of large firms, so these companies have cheaper access
to external capital [Leary, Roberts, 2005, pp. 2575–2619; Hennessy, Whited, 2006;
Altinkilic, Hansen, 2000, pp. 191–218; Kim, Palia, Saunders, 2003]. Therefore, larger
companies are also able to better diversify their funding sources. According to the
generally accepted view that it is harder for a large company to fail, and in the case of
problems, they are easier to overcome, company size is sometimes used as a proxy of
the probability of bankruptcy [Shumway, 2001, pp. 101–124; Rajan, Zingales, 1995,
pp. 1421–1460]. The company size sometimes also represents the assets volatility,
which is associated with the fact that small companies are often at the stage of early
growth in emerging sectors and consequently are less predictable, i.e. more risky
[Fama, French, 2002, pp. 1–33].
Another argument refers to the degree of asymmetry of information between
the insiders of the company and the capital market. It is widely recognised that this
problem is less severe for large companies due to the more detailed analysis carried
out by the ever‑suspicious investors [Kurshev, Strebulaev, 2008]. It may also result
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from the fact that in many cases small businesses are closely associated with the
entrepreneur who has much more information about the situation of the company
[Jensen, Uhl, 2008].
An attempt to explain the differences in capital structure between entities of
different sizes was also based on the theory of agency costs [Bevan, Danbolt, 2000].
For example, it is argued that the conflicts between shareholders and lenders may be
particularly acute for small businesses [Smith, Warner, 1979, pp. 117–161; Michae‑
las, Chittenden, Poutziouris, 1999, pp. 113–130]. Lenders can reduce credit risk by
imposing restrictions on the maturity of loans offered to small businesses. Therefore,
a smaller share of long‑term debt can be expected in small businesses, with prob‑
ably a greater share of short‑term debt than in large companies [Barnea, Haugen,
Senbet, 1980, pp. 1223–1243; Whited, 1992, pp. 1425–1460; Stohs, Mauer, 1996,
pp. 279–312].
Another explanation of the differences in financing between small and medium
‑sized companies and large ones refers to the problem that the person managing
a small company may not have sufficient qualifications and management skills as
compared to managers of large corporations. Therefore, it is harder for potential
investors to assess whether the manager of a small company makes the wrong deci‑
sions, potentially threatening the health of the firm.
Finally, the reason why the capital structure of SMEs may differ from the one of
large listed companies is the fact that bankruptcy costs incurred by SMEs are more
difficult to bear due to the fact that a significant proportion of these firms are family
businesses. Apart from the costs of financial distress and economic losses caused by
the possible bankruptcy, family businesses often provide great sentimental value to
their owners. It can therefore be supposed that the financial distress costs increase
the cost of debt, which in turn will lower the optimal level of debt in the capital
structure [Jensen, Uhl, 2008].
Unfortunately, empirical research in this area is not clear. Crutchley and Hanson
(1989) [Crutchley, Hanson, 1989, pp. 36–46] and Rajan and Zingales (1995) [Rajan,
Zingales, 1995, pp. 1421–1460] confirm a significant positive correlation between
company size and leverage – similarly to Stohs and Mauer (1996) [Stohs, Mauer, 1996,
pp. 279–312] and Michaelas et al. (1999) [Michaelas, Chittenden, Poutziouris, 1999,
pp. 113–130], who show a positive correlation between the debt maturity and the
firm size. However, Remmers et al. (1974) [Remmers, Stonehill, Wright, Beekhuessen,
1974, pp. 24–32] found no evidence of the size effect, and Kester (1986) [Kester, 1986,
pp. 5–16] revealed a slight negative impact of the size on debt. In Spain, a signifi‑
cantly higher leverage was observed in the group of small and medium enterprises in
comparison to large firms [Menéndez Requejo, 2002]. In turn, according to Barclay
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et al. (1995) [Barclay, Smith, Watts, 1995, pp. 4–19] the sign of correlation between
size and leverage varies depending on the test method.
Another study of the relationship between the firm size and the capital structure,
including also mainly European countries, reveals that the specificities of national
financial systems have a strong influence on the patterns of business financing in
which there is a greater harmonisation of the capital structure of small businesses
than larger ones. A lower share of equity in SMEs compared to large companies was
observed in Austria, Germany, Portugal and Japan. The opposite was found in Spain
and the United States. Moreover, in most countries the role of the short‑term debt
(in relation to long‑term) is greater in SMEs than in large firms [Rivaud‑Danset,
Dubocage, Salais, 1998].
The selection of ratios and data, or rather their availability, is also crucial in
assessing the impact of size on leverage. Rajan and Zingales (1995) [Rajan, Zin‑
gales, 1995, pp. 1421–1460] show that the leverage is in positive correlation with the
firm size in all G‑7 countries except Germany. If the data includes both listed and
unlisted companies, studies often show an inverse relationship, i.e. the decrease of
leverage with the size of firms in European countries [Deutsche Bundesbank, 1994,
pp. 73–87]. The size effect is also sensitive to the number of factors included in the
econometric study. Tests performed on the data for France show that the size effect
in capital structure is less clear when other factors are included, such as the age of
the business [Bourdieu, Colin‑Sedillot, 1993].
The review of the above‑cited studies shows that both the industry and company
size are usually considerable determinants of corporate financing strategies. How‑
ever, in view of the occasional contradictions as to the significance and direction of
the impact of these factors on the capital structure, it is appropriate to examine the
regularities occurring in the field of financing strategies of enterprises depending
on their size, as well as the industrial classification. Such analysis seems particularly
useful in the context of performing it on the objects, which are not only public listed
companies, but which belong to the private sector, thus being more representative
for European economies.

3. Data characteristics and research methods
The source of the analytical data is the BACH‑ESD (Bank for the Accounts of Com‑
panies Harmonised – European Sectorial references Database). The analysis involves
three groups of enterprises (marked with the symbols S, M and L, respectively): small
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companies (with a turnover of less than 10 million euro), medium‑sized companies
(with a turnover between 10 million euro and 50 million euro) and large compa‑
nies (with a turnover in excess of 50 million euro) in nine EU countries: Austria,
Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal and Spain. The
study covers all countries included in the database in the analytical period, i.e. in
the 2000–2010 period.
As for the industrial range of the analysis, it includes thirteen industries accord‑
ing to the NACE classification (Nomenclature Statistique des Activités économiques
dans la Communauté Européenne). Table 1. shows the industries covered by the
study and the three‑letter symbols assigned to each industry used in the following
part of the paper.
Table 1. Economic industries covered by the study
NACE

Section

Symbol

A

Agriculture, forestry and fishing

AGR

B

Mining and quarrying

MIN

C

Manufacturing

MNF

D

Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply

ELE

E

Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities

WAT

F

Construction

CST

G

Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motorcycles

TRD

H

Transport and storage

TRS

I

Accommodation and food service activities

HOT

J

Information and communication

INF

L

Real estate activities

RLE

M

Professional, scientific and technical activities

PRF

N

Administrative and support service activities

ADM

Source: Statistical Classification of Economic Activities in the European Community, Rev. 2 (2008).

The harmonised and aggregated data from the annual reports of non‑financial
firms were used for calculating the capital structure ratios for groups of companies
in each country, size group and each year. In order to perform a complete analysis
of the corporate capital structure, it is desirable to examine not only the basic capital
structure ratio, also known as debt ratio (D/(D+E), but also its various compounds.
With this in mind, and taking into account the data availability, the analysis involves
seven ratios shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Capital structure ratios used in the analysis
Liability item

Symbol

Ratio number in BACH‑ESD

Total debt

D/A

1‑R22

Provisions

P/A

R23

Credits

C/A

R24

Long term credits

LC/A

R25

Short term credits

SC/A

R26

Long term liabilities

LL/A

R27

Short term liabilities

SL/A

R28

Source: Author’s own compilation based on BACH‑ESD database.

Due to the fact that all the diagnostic variables selected for the study are ratios
of the liabilities’ structure (they have the same denominators), they are directly
comparable. All the ratios are expressed as a percentage of the balance sheet total,
which enables their further aggregation.
In summary, the subject of the research is formed by groups of private compa‑
nies of 3 different size groups, 13 industries in 9 countries and the time period of
11 years. The capital structure, measured with the use of seven financial ratios is the
analytical object.
The choice of the research methodology to a large extent is conditioned by the
nature of the data, which is a relatively large collection of objects (industries, size
groups and years), characterised by several diagnostic variables. Therefore, the appli‑
cation of taxonomic methods, which include linear ranking based on aggregated
measures, constitutes a convenient way to simplify the structure of the primary data
and identify the most important regularities.
The linear ranking procedure according to the degree of aggressiveness of financ‑
ing strategy was carried out separately on the objects treated as industries, size groups
and on the binomial objects in the form of size groups in industries.
Assigning positions to individual objects within the population based on their
specific characteristics, i.e. the ranking procedure, is characterised with transparency
and communicativeness of the results, which greatly facilitates the recognition of
multi‑dimensional phenomena. However, an important disadvantage of the linear
ranking method is the considerable simplification of complex data structures, mainly
by distortion of the actual distances between the objects being ranked, as well as the
loss of a significant portion of the information due to the aggregation process. The
result of assigning ranks to objects is separating them from each other by convention‑
ally identical distances in only one dimension, when in fact they are characterised
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by a much larger set of attributes and their relative position in the multidimensional
space may seriously deviate from their uniform distribution with artificially fixed
spaces. Nevertheless, the ranking method is often used as a learning tool, allowing
for the identification of some general patterns and setting out directions for further
proceedings.
There are a number of alternative ways of assigning positions to objects. One
of the simplest ways is assigning ranks based on each feature separately and then
determining the total or average rank based on all ranks involved. This method,
however, due to the double positioning, generates even greater distortions than the
ranking process based on one aggregated characteristic. In any case the final list
contains some distortions, but in the latter case they appear only in the last phase of
the organising procedure.
With this in mind, the taxonomic measure constructed according to the study
by Hellwig (1968) [Hellwig, 1968, pp. 307–324] was used as a base for ranking the
objects. The taxonomic method enables comparing multivariate objects by construct‑
ing a synthetic measure, which allows for ordering them linearly. The measure takes
values from [0; 1]. The higher the value of the measure, the bigger the similarity of
a given object to the standard object. The taxonomic measures constitute the basis for
assigning ranks to the analysed objects and ordering them from the most conserva‑
tive to the most aggressive in terms of the capital structure policy.
Due to the fact that most ratios do not demonstrate significant variance across
time, the time means of ratios were used as representatives of the typical level of
capital structure ratios in the analyzed period. Similarly, the standard object used
for constructing the taxonomic measure was also common for all years.
To detect the similarities between individual size groups, manifested by a similar
location of the industrial sectors, as well as between the industries manifested by the
similar location of different size groups, the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
was used [Sobczyk, 2001, p. 230].

4. Research findings
The research results in the form of ranking for industries in all size groups taken
together as well as separately in each of them are shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Linear ranking results for industries
Industry
AGR

Size
S

M

L

All

4

8

1

12

MIN

3

6

7

11

MNF

8

7

3

3

ELE

6

2

6

6

WAT

5

4

8

7

CST

12

13

11

2

TRD

11

10

9

4

TRS

7

5

10

5

HOT

13

9

5

8

INF

2

3

4

1

RLE

9

12

13

13

PRF

1

1

2

10

ADM

10

11

12

9

Conservative strategy
Neutral strategy
Aggressive strategy
Source: author’s calculations based on BACH‑ESD database.

The higher the position of an industry in the ranking list, the safer the situation
in terms of capital structure, because the lower the relative value of total debt and
its components. In order to classify the analysed industries according to the degree
of aggressiveness of their corporate financing strategies, the industries from the
top ranking positions (1–4) were considered as conservative. On the contrary, the
industries with the lowest positions (10–13) were recognised as following aggressive
capital structure policies. The middle‑ranked industry items (positions 5–9) were
classified as neutral.
The ranking reveals that on average the safest, i.e. the most conservative financing
strategies are followed by firms from the industries of information and communica‑
tion, construction, manufacturing and trade. Firms form the sectors of the real estate
activities, agriculture, mining and professional activities are leaders as performers of
aggressive capital structure strategies.
Comparison of the rankings between individual size groups provides additional
information. The position of administration, information and communication,
as well as the water supply industry is the most stable, in contrast to the agricultural
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or accommodation industry, where the financing policy seems to vary much more
along with the firm’s size.
Establishing the position of an industry in each size group does not provide
information about the position of size groups in this industry. For example, the fact
that agriculture ranks first in the group of large firms might, but does not necessarily
mean, that the large‑sized firms have the same position in the ranking of size groups
in the agricultural sector. Therefore, it is purposeful to analyse the linear order of size
groups in individual industries. The positioning procedure of size groups proceeded
in the same manner as for the industries, i.e. was based on the taxonomic measure
constructed with the use of the same diagnostic variables. The results are shown in
Table 4. Objects with the first ranking position were considered as conservative, with
the second – as neutral, and with the last one – as aggressive in terms of financing
strategies. It is relatively easy to identify the similarities between the ranks attributed
to each size group. As can be seen in Table 4, there are many cases, where a given
size group has the same positions in different industries.
Table 4. Linear ranking results for size groups
Size

Industry
AGR

MIN

MNF

ELE

WAT

CST

TRD

TRS

HOT

INF

RLE

PRF

ADM

ALL

S

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

3

3

3

1

2

1

3

M

2

2

2

1

1

3

2

1

1

1

2

1

2

2

L

1

1

1

2

2

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

1

Conservative strategy

Neutral strategy

Aggressive strategy

Source: author’s calculations based on BACH‑ESD database.

The above ranking results demonstrate considerable convergence between indi‑
vidual industries covered by the analysis. In general, it should be noted that the
smaller the size of a company (measured by turnover), the greater the tendency to
use more aggressive capital structure policies. This pattern applies to most indus‑
tries. An inverse relationship was observed only in the case of the real estate sector,
professional activities and administration.
It is remarkable that this regularity is in contradiction with the majority of the
capital structure theories, according to which the use of debt increases with company
size. One of the explanations is the fact that large companies have easier access to
the capital market and, consequently, to outside financing. It is notable, however,
that most empirical research on capital structure is based on non‑financial public
enterprises, while underestimating the SME sector [Myers, 2001, pp. 81–102; Lucey,
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Mac an Bhaird, 2006; Norton, 1990, pp. 229–245; Ang, 1991, pp. 1–13; Ang, 1992,
pp. 185–203; Van der Wijst, Thurik, 1993, pp. 55–65]. Earlier studies of the SMEs’
financing highlighted the differences between companies of different sizes [Walker,
Petty, 1978, pp. 61–68], questioning the applicability of the capital structure theories
equally to large listed companies and the SMEs [Cosh, Hughes, 1994; Chittenden,
Hall, Hutchinson, 1996, pp. 56–67; Hughes, 1997, pp. 151–166; Berger, Udell, 1998,
pp. 613–673].
The comparison of the above ranking results of industries and size groups shows,
that in both cases there are certain regularities concerning both categories of objects.
For instance small companies are classified as aggressive in most industries, with
only a few cases where they are neutral or conservative. Similarly, the industries
of professional activities and information and communication are characterised
with conservativeness across all size groups. At the same time however, there are
examples of industries classified differently in terms of aggressiveness across the
size groups, e.g. the accommodation industry. This proves that in some cases the
industrial classification as well as the firm size affect corporate financing strategies.
It is also notable, that when comparing the ranking results of industries across
size groups (Table 3), each industry is classified as belonging to either one or two
adjacent strategic categories. It means that there is no industry which could be
categorised as aggressive in one size group, neutral in another one and conserva‑
tive in yet another one. Each industry is either only aggressive (administration
and construction), only conservative (professional activities and information and
communication), aggressive and neutral (trade, transport, accommodation, real
estate) or conservative and neutral (agriculture, mining, manufacturing, energy,
water supply).
It might be also relevant and informative to analyse the order of the binominal
objects, i.e. the ranking of size groups in industries according to the aggressiveness of
their financing strategies. Similarly to previous categorisations, all the items subject
to the ranking procedure were divided into three equal groups. The items ranked
from 1 to 13 were classified as conservative, whereas the items from the last positions
(27–29) were considered as aggressive. The middle‑placed 13 objects constitute the
group of neutral in terms of leverage. The ranking results for size groups in industries
are presented in Table 5.
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Table 5. Linear ranking results for size groups in industries
Financing strategy
conservative

neutral

rank

item

rank

aggressive
item

rank

item

1

AGR_L

14

PRF_L

27

ADM_S

2

ELE_M

15

WAT_L

28

MIN_L

3

WAT_M

16

HOT_M

29

RLE_M

4

MIN_S

17

MNF_M

30

RLE_L

5

PRF_S

18

INF_S

31

TRD_L

6

WAT_S

19

AGR_M

32

CST_L

7

MIN_M

20

INF_M

33

ADM_M

8

TRS_M

21

TRS_S

34

CST_S

9

ELE_S

22

RLE_S

35

CST_M

10

HOT_L

23

INF_L

36

TRD_M

11

AGR_S

24

MNF_S

37

TRD_S

12

MNF_L

25

ELE_L

38

HOT_S

13

PRF_M

26

TRS_L

39

ADM_L

Source: author’s calculations based on BACH‑ESD database.

The above classification consequently confirms that the industries of trade,
construction, administration and real estate belong to the category of the aggressive
financing strategies, practically regardless of the firm size. Moreover, the ranking
shows that different size groups are fairly evenly distributed between the three stra‑
tegic categories. The above ranking results may seem contradictory when compared
for example with the rankings given in Table 4. The rankings of size groups performed
separately for each industry (Table 4) revealed that small firms generally follow more
aggressive financing strategies than large firms, which cannot be confirmed when all
industries and size groups are taken into account as a point of reference.
In order to facilitate the comparison of the ranking results across industries and
size groups, an objective measure was applied in the form of the Spearman’s coef‑
ficient. The values of the rank correlation coefficient for size groups across industries
are presented in Table 6, whereas for industries across size groups – in Table 7.
The list of rank correlation of size groups between industries shows that for all
pairs of industries the direction of the correlation is positive. As for the strength of
interdependence, the great similarity observed between the rankings, evidenced
by the Spearman’s coefficient value exceeding 0.93, is obviously partly a result of
the small number of objects being ranked, i.e. just three size groups. In many cases
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therefore, the ranking results across industries are identical, as indicated by the coef‑
ficient value equal 1.0. However, the number of such cases also proves a high degree
of convergence between the rankings.
Table 6. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for the rankings of size groups
Industry

AGR

AGR

1,000

MIN

MNF

ELE

WAT

CST

TRD

TRS

MIN

1,000 1,000

MNF

1,000 1,000 1,000

ELE

0,983 0,983 0,983 1,000

WAT

0,983 0,983 0,983 1,000 1,000

CST

0,983 0,983 0,983 0,950 0,950 1,000

TRD

1,000 1,000 1,000 0,983 0,983 0,983 1,000

TRS

0,983 0,983 0,983 1,000 1,000 0,950 0,983 1,000

HOT

INF

RLE

HOT

0,983 0,983 0,983 1,000 1,000 0,950 0,983 1,000 1,000

INF

0,983 0,983 0,983 1,000 1,000 0,950 0,983 1,000 1,000 1,000

RLE

0,933 0,933 0,933 0,950 0,950 0,950 0,933 0,950 0,950 0,950 1,000

PRF

ADM

PRF

0,950 0,950 0,950 0,983 0,983 0,933 0,950 0,983 0,983 0,983 0,983 1,000

ADM

0,933 0,933 0,933 0,950 0,950 0,950 0,933 0,950 0,950 0,950 1,000 0,983 1,000

ALL

1,000 1,000 1,000 0,983 0,983 0,983 1,000 0,983 0,983 0,983 0,933 0,950 0,933

Source: author’s calculations based on BACH‑ESD database.

When it comes to comparing the order of industries between size groups (Table 7),
it occurs, that the rankings are much less correlated than between different indus‑
tries. Moreover, the greater the difference in firm size, the smaller the similarity in
the ranking results, which means that the ranking of industries in the group of small
enterprises is more akin to the ranking of industries in the group of medium firms
than in the group of large ones. Furthermore, it should be noted that the group of
medium enterprises is closer to small ones than to large firms in terms of the similarity
of industry rankings. This in turn proves that the common classification of enterprises
into just two size groups, namely the SMEs and large firms is quite reasonable and
justifiable from the point of view of the adopted financing strategies.
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Table 7. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient for the rankings of industries
Size

S

M

L

S

1,000

M

0,791

1,000

L

0,555

0,593

1,000

ALL

–0,192

0,093

0,011

ALL

1,000

Source: author’s calculations based on BACH‑ESD database.

5. Conclusions
The main conclusion drawn from the analysis refers to the regularities in the
area of the adopted financing strategies depending on the industry and the firm size.
Apparently, each strategic category is characterised by some dominating elements
both in the form of size groups and industries.
As far as the industries are concerned, the safest financial leverage strategies occur
mostly in the sectors of professional and technical activities, information and com‑
munication and agriculture. The opposite, that is the most risky financing strategies
are followed by firms in the industries of construction, administration and trade.
These regularities are true roughly for all size groups within these industries. The
argument related to the assets tangibility seems one of the most probable explana‑
tions of the observed regularities in the area of financing strategies and the industrial
classification. It is likely that companies in industries such as agriculture, technical
activities or information and communication need to have a higher share of tangible
assets in their assets rather than construction or trading firms. As the tangible assets
are often considered as collateral for debt, the larger the share of tangible assets, the
greater the debt capacity [Akhtar, 2005, pp. 321–341]. It is argued that the access to
bank loans is easier for companies with high collateral compared to the firms domi‑
nated by intangible assets. This is due to the reduced level of investment risk and
transactions involving typical, marketable assets. Consistently, it is also postulated
that manufacturing companies should have a higher leverage than service companies
[Thornhill, Gellatly, Riding, 2004, pp. 73–89].
When it comes to the relation between the financing strategy and the firm size,
the general regularity observed within the analysed population is the decline in lever‑
age with the growth of firm size. This pattern applies to most industries considered
separately, although it should be noted that this relationship contradicts the evidence
found in the majority of the afore‑mentioned studies involving large listed companies.
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In the capital structure theories, this dependence is usually explained by the access
to the capital market, which offers alternative sources of financing – often less acces‑
sible for small enterprises. The observed relationship between firm size and financing
strategy can be partly explained on the grounds of the pecking order theory of capital
structure referred to the SME sector. The reasons for which small companies behave
in accordance with that theory may be quite different compared to the large listed
companies. One of the arguments for the validity of the pecking order theory for the
SMEs’ policy on capital structure is that small businesses are often owned by only one
owner, who also manages the company. In such a case, the issue of new shares would
weaken the position of the owner‑manager and eventually could lead to the loss of
control in the company. To avoid this, using debt instead of equity seems a natural
choice [Lopez‑Gracia, Sogorb‑Mira, 2008, pp. 117–136]. Another argument against
the use of equity by SMEs is its cost – much higher for smaller firms than for listed
companies. The organisation of the IPO is not only costly, but – as research shows –
the price of the shares issued is often underestimated, which is particularly acute for
small businesses [Chittenden, Hall, Hutchinson, 1996, pp. 56–67].
It appears, that – according to the doubts expressed in many previous studies
emphasizing the differences between firms of different sizes – traditional capital struc‑
ture theories built on large listed companies might not always be directly applicable
to private firms, especially the SMEs. Therefore, despite the abundance of studies
in the area of the capital structure and its determinants, it is purposeful to further
verify the existing theories in different conditions and with explicit criteria, to ques‑
tion their validity under certain conditions and to detect further regularities which
might constitute the basis for the formulation of new hypotheses.
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